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Introduction

James C. Palmer and George B. Vaughan

As se% erc fiscal problems demand the attention of communit) college
leaders in the 1990s. fa ull% scholarship outside of the classroom ma)
seem unimportant and esen ft is (Amis. Yet the long us erdue recog-

nition of scholarship as a pl ofessional ,esponsibility fin all college edu-
cators and not simply un is el sit) based leseai them s rem mains of special sig-
nificance to the (muumuu) college. Calls fot a broader definition of
scholarshipmade b) Vaughan (1988). the AAC)C Commission on the
Flume of Commimit) Colleges (1988), and the Carnegie Foundation fin
the \ dm. ancement of leaching (11o)el . 1990)mat lead to a eider recog.
intim' of the scholar') a( complishmelits of «muntunt) c ()liege facult), ac.
«nupl ishments that has c often hi en cm et shadoss ed b) the ssoik of un is er-
sit) faculty. The acceptance of scholarship as a broad alma fat many
a( t is ities ((a' %% hie t 1 eseart It is but one) also imposes an obligation 011 coin-
mu nit) college leaders to encourage and I ecognize fat tilt) and admmis-
ti a toi scholarship. making it a sallied pat t of the community college's in
stitutional culture.

The essay s in this mon ogi aph add' ess thre themes related to the chal
lenge of scholarship at the c manumit) collep,.. The fiist is leadership. Be.
cause communit) college educators 'lase often iewed scholarship out-
side of classroom teaching as pct iphemal to the institutional mission and
es en harmful to it. leaders need to change attitudes and institutional values
if scholarship is to take its place as an accepted part of community col-
lege life Chapter One discusses boss the institutional culture of the coin-
munit) college often discom ages scholarship and buss leaders can change
the «thine in wa)s that foster scholar') ac hies einem. The two following
essas sir, Rommtei and Din all ((law« S TV, o and Three) also discuss leader
ship, examining, iespectiselt , the tole of the pm esident and the dean of
instruction in encouraging fault) ssho take on scholail) projects.
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* FOSTERING A CLIMATE FOR FACULTY SCHOLARSHIP AT COMMUNITY COLLEGES

the eannedron between s. hula:slap and tem hnig, often denied in the false
but sidely accepted teaching susleseal ch dichotonk, is d se«nid theme
Kroll in (Amine) Foul suggests a tpolog of a( ti% ities that fall under the
nilni( of "dassioom eseai (IL" in %Indi Iamb) conduct sstematic in-
quiries into the proles es and effetts of then ocn teaching. 11) acting as
tiasstoom reseal cheis, he maintains, [Ault) gain ocnership of the edit-
( ation Ieseardn agenda and take On a mina! role in college efforts to
measure student outtomes and institutional elle( tic mess. In Chapter rice
/Litchi! examines the close tees benccn teaching emellent e and lacnIk
st holm ship in the (list iplines. Noting that teaching is a matter of tans-
forming kludedge nil a) S that make it widet stan(Iable to students and
not simpl) a matte' of «iinnitinic. ming fats, Ratliff argues that discus
sun's 01 teat lung (minim l efet en« to %%hat is being taught ti ialiie the
tea( hang inotession soul went (21%i1111)1111Cd iC% Of %%hat happens

in the classroom.
17w In ofe.ssional abhgahons tof «nintinti1 talhge edw Mon constitute a third

theme, mphasued tinoughout each of the authors. The (leglee to
chid! sthelaiship bet owes a pal t of the t c»»»min (()liege's institution
al tubule ill depend Lit gel( on tilt.- extent to (dik administi tom, and
la(tilt) 1.11, thell1SCI% C., as pi otessimi als obligations u) the largo aca

(lens( (onmitinit and not siniph emplocees (% hose obligations end
the m, da \ In this egai d thole mac be cause to be optimistic.

Pahnei's national sin Vet of la(d, )(Ann ed in (amine) Six, iec eals that

despite the lack of nionetal iem.,nds (01 in some cows, the la( k Of ,I11
lecognition at all). ul( fat tilt\ nmentbe)s engage in pi ojects that at e of
potential s(holail inn poi t. In fin ging a Loge) idle lot st holarship (% ithin

the «nninunik ()flew: whin e, featly' s t an build upon the st holark ices

and Intel ests that ahead exist among main lad members and
a(lministrators.

I Ins monogi aph is a «nnpanion piece to a second selies of ess,s on
sc holm ship published in 1991 lk Josse) Ilass Publishet s, Inc., in its A'ew

Mullions fin Communal Colleges sci les (Vaughan and Piute), 1991). n) rais

mg the issue of sc holaiship and its plate in the pi ofessional lice~ of lauil,
ce hope that «minitinik c ()liege edit( atm sdespite (uncut fiscal oes
ill «mollify to (Icritiv and support s(1101,uship in ,o,s that pi (mune the
institution's teaching i»ission.

Summit to) the in Iglu( non of this nionogi .as pi 0 i(Ied b) the I.' S
Delia) tinent (if Edit( ation's Fund hit the US einem of P istscondarc
Education (FIPS1.1. \Vc anc giatehil to 1:11 )SF, tot its stippov. c ell as to
the National Coundl fin Instill( mina! Administiatois, % hick to sponsored
the national sin c of latch' lepoited in (Ample) Six. I)iane I I irshbet g
of the 1..R1(. (.1calingliouse fin juin()) Colleges plot ided a bibliogi

c)1 additional I cadings, ale listed in Chaplet Secen. Finallc,

v.
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CHAPTER ONE

Scholarship and the Culture of the
Community College

George B. Vaughan

Communit% wIleges at e deditated to teat !ling and kat nuig. F.flet ti% c
tea( king i «pines that those %Io teach and administei in these List'
unions be «munitted to %eeking u uth and knoul«Ige in an ol del ly,

planned. and «insistent manic' that they he (Hummed to stholaiship.
In spite of dliii deditation to at hie% ing Lie «immunity «dlege's teach
ing mission, teatheis and adnlinisnators ha. t de% ()tett little tons( ions of
fort to the I tile that st holm ship plays I,' at hie ing that mission.. Inapt
I eason stholai ship has noel been a pt unit% among mans «mamma% to!
legs leadeis is that it has noel been an integi al pal t of the coniumnit%
college's culture,

Those c% ho %%mild undei stand the role of Si. holatship as an institution
al :aloe at the common it% college must mulct stand the meaning and na
tine of the tommunity «illege's institutional (Mine. It is a nuisni that
all institutions ha\ c a culture, also nue thatthat all institutional titian es
ai e (onsianth oohing, Mtn etb el, it is no °chef dial the (immunity (111
It ge's «dune idle( ts the attitudes of its leatiei S. Gicen these assumptions,
the pui poses of this cssa% ale foul fold. to bt idly distuss institutional tul
tine. to delineate «I tain asp« ts of the (immunity tollege's (Anne that
ha% e histoi ball% militated against stholat ship betoming an integial pail
of that «dune, to define st hula' ship in a bay that is ( ompatible csith the
minnittnit% «illege mission, and to suggest %%ay s in 5%1101 educational lead
cis might in«n pot, te stholat ship into the , (immunity college «dune.

Institutional Culture

Definitions of ( ultui e al)ountl, idle( ting its anioi plums and elusi% e na
nice' ['etc] son anti whets (198(1), pointing out that the question of %%hat

. I tic fidi.ming al.,, ussion of nisinununal t ta Bolt. is iakcn in pail Ii mu (,etnge IS \ atighan.
-1 cadet sIina I ighnopt Xlannannng iln I tint al !Salmi& c. in (. l Vaughan and Assok Imes,
Ihr film ril bini0110111% 01( 0,11011101111 ( °liege I rathlillip. It sses Bass, 1(n tin ()ming

I
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* FOSTERING A CLIMATE FOR FACULTY SCHOLARSHIP AT COMMUNITY COLLEGES

t ()walnut s gainiational t (thin c (chains untlt ti, note that -the (Actin i
lion of t ultui c t, ncitlici pict is( not (an,( I.). I I).
I licf belief that the attl tinny, of t ultin CN 1)Clicts, .111(1

hullsdistinguish the t (1st of ifittot how tilt on(cpt of (t(((ale. Fun
dici molt, diet obseit c that thinatc t tin 'nth\ idual attitudes and
px it t pt ions and that tht st Ilia ( hange loud( molt. quit Islf than .1111C,,

beltuls(11(1 assUll11,tions111.11 111,11.0 111) Ilk' 111.'1111111011.11 MIMI( (Pt ku1sini

.111(1 others, I 98(i).
()iic nat of t tint ("Hidi/nig institutional t (dime is to len it . ithin the

t (HIRAI of the at ti itics and !what tut, of those t\liti mats' up the ()Hew:
t mumuu% . huh antl \\*hitt nhilc not ing the hist\ lima( lei of
t (dim t as atantcl,t,offct the fill kin ing d alucs, pi at fit es, be
lit fs, and assumptions that shapt tlic !what lot Ill iiidi ithoils and gi ()ups
in 4i tollcgc a1 wit\ ci sit\ anti Imo\ idc a tt tui . of i cfci c nithin !nth
to iutctlnrt dic nicaning ills 41( lulus.- Mc\ till111(1 suggcst that
Institutional t is hot') a plot css 41, !minim I. As a 1)1()(css, tut

title sli.11)( s, .111(1 is shaptd 1.1N, dit ongoing lilt CIA !lolls of peopIC ,111 I

of t4iin1,us..\ i oda( f, ( (dun c ncllctt, inici a( tions among histot ti a
(Titions, )1 gailuat lima! situ( tut es, 4ind tlic ochaf tot of tin lent students,
tat tilt\ and stair p. IN). I h.' t oil( CIA ()I (111(11C as both pi (H. ess .111(1

lilt is a (hull!: %%,1 \ 01 thinking about the «dune of the ominunit
Icgc, csput it (% CLI 111101101 the dad 41(1 itiCs ()1 (Cat 11e1s .111(1

.1(111111ils11,1101s, int hiding thosc 41(11N int S that ilaN C St. 1% !MSC.

I hus, the t (Mugu t ultuic won, out of past 4tittl csent,it ti HIS (pi mess,
and sults u1 slim ctl h( is, ant: assini (plums about an institution
11)10(Itit Institutional t hang( s sltitdN. Fot cxamplc.4ittitutlt s
n4it d talc. cligion,4ind gclitlyi at t ohm so (kepi ingtanicd into sonic
institutional t ulna t s that opcii ((milt( t insult, Mlit'1111(:%% N.1111('s (1,1s11 %%1111

t tlltutal Nakics lia(1 c 1st( d lot feats, and in Olt (,is( of sonic alleges,
ciitutics. \Vhilt mulct stantling an institution's t filmic is a lational Ina

t t s, 411)1)1(t idling it t4in he all l'11101101111 pi t.{. CSS, line that (IC1114111(11 SCII

,unitsliN 10 1% hal has gull(' IK.101c Iliti 11,1 Ilia \ 114(1)1)(11 111 WV 1(11111e.

((nisisls Ill !Luso things that makt 4'11 Ilislill111011 (11s1111(1. it Ills
Its II adiliulis, its Nall(,. ils 1111(1.1(11(M %%1111111e !mgt.' c11\

1ls its 1 clic %% plot css 1111(1(1(1111g 111( 1(1.11111111(AI: stic(
11(111 t/1 1)(1s()1111C1). and ns (A,1111.111on pun uss wit !titling the assessincilt
Ill ctlitt,i1 Nall(, and (It) Sta h things as st holaiship). ()pun
a( tt ss, ,Ill tallt aiSPet. gat a (multiunit\ t °liege's ((lute, t, it,c1f

Stattlitt lit. hat 411:11)1( 41(1111111111g St MICH'S 1% hi) ha\ C u tdClItit ddi

t I(11( its aml not dcaling Licht lent ics k (lint all\ if tong. Su( h
things as inf ths, legends, snit lys of Ilic (allege', lit cad in
stinitional lead((, 411U Pal t stn 111StilittiOICS (011111htik to
fit SCUM' Of sold 0111111111111\ tild in,pu ION 4111\ tht: 111Stittlti011.

2
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COMMUNITY COLLEGE CULTURE *

An institution's (Aline influences hors it is pcicciYed by menthe's of
the college community ancl by the mum-ninny at large. The effectiYe leader
wide' stands and is sensitise to an institution\ whine, lespecting and

esery ing the good things of the past but .Issas s taking the lead in shop
ing the present and planning fin the flame, the effecti% c Ieade , and es
pc( lath the effeetise p1 esident, uncle' stands %%hen and IA het c to %%01 k to
change an institution's tubule, Yylicn 10 let go of past values that are no
lunge' acceptable in society on as pail of the institutional mission. Indeed,
di( highly successful pi esident be«nnes one 1% ith the mimic, he of she
acts as its intei (lei and as the s)inbol of the institution. Aim)] Bing and
being Aim)] bed in Ilk institutional culture and ultimatch becoming all
integral pant ()I that (nitrite, often after passing from the se

Scholarship and the Community College Cultirl

!unlit institutional ( uhuies 'lace e( 01C cs' (11(1 Mall% %Cal!. .111(1 1)11111 CX

tC1INI5 C 11144(111:N. t)! cx.inyle. the histoi tea of 11... 'I College and ()he'
Inn (. ()Hewe begin. Iespettiseh. in 1636 and 1833. In both rases, Oleic
1N 11111C doubt di it du. (ultui e of th( se lust untions h.t, been shaped bc

ccolution of than missions. When this long 11'1 an es olution is (Ou-
tlasted ssith the iclaticeIN shun histul5 of the cononimin college, one
can undei stand 5%115 t oniniunitc ((Mtge leadc's hay C. been SOIlle1( 11.11 iim
s( 1 CS all(' 10 111(11 0)1(.4, III SII.II)II 1g II 10SC

H. I'm% cy et. coninumin tulkge le.r(lciN .11(' I0 Illleglale S(1101.11
ship IMO III( (0111111 a tollegc ((thine, I cadet must begin to tin(lci
stand Inds the .11 non, iffilio t. the t ge ( ultin an(I its uncivil% ing

11 hilt' it IN dangcions and ustiallY 5%iong to genet alice about mole than
.1 thousand sets diffc lent (minimum colleges. cadi ssttln IN (M11 11111(111C
(111I1:11. 0111' (au ulcuuls sccial aspet ts (if coninninitY (alleges that eau

ibut( to then 511,uccl idc wits. open act( 'Os .111111INN1()IIN, (01111/1CIICIISI C
t III 1 Ilia. and I 0111110.111M based pi ow anis .11 smile examples. Hien! e

also sonic common thicads 55 05 en into tlic (abut of the continuum
collegc's lu,tons and mission that ha\ c t aused main toulntunuts t ol
lege leadel N I0 5111 `a 11111 al SII I I/ as little 11101( that), all .1 pp( ntlagt to the
tea( hing and Ica' iiing pl ocess, (4, as sonic 551)1114 sac. to the "I cal nu,
slim- of the ((minimills ( allege. While then e e (AL ept 1011S, the (ice' all
emit' Is at ',est .111 benign ncglctt 1055.11cl scholaiship, ssuh cud

loge plc sidents minim, a blind use to Ott st liolailc au.otiplislinklits of
(acidic. and at ss0l,t an owl iglu rejection of it.

Se\ vial fa( tots icnifoi ( c sill "lai ship's low pi 101 itY. Non( is suffn lent
in itself to pi (And( st holm ship haul the c of the (multiunit% tul
lege. but the tallc(tnc ei il.(I Ina, Liken Its toll

11 3



* FOSTERING A CLIMATE FOR FACULTY SCHOLARSHIP CW, iIIINITY COLLEGES

History,

The community college's histey, especially its close ties to the public
secondary schools, has been one that emphasizes tea..',ing ond rejects re

1:.% en those aspects of the eummunity history that are
gt minded in the thalitions of foul ),:al colleges and inn% el skies ha% e done
little to enhanec xholam ship, this is true in spite of the ict that most cunt
minim college teat hos and otInunisuatois hold ad% an..ed degrees bow
uni%ei sines. One community college hanky me- her refers to the "in
between character of the community college" aintains that coin
munity college faculty, like the community college itself, are %iew ed as
Irybnids w hose %sot k is only tangential!) connected to higher education.
She is pessimistic about the institutional «dune, al bril ing that this "pi ofes
sional stet cot) ping" w ill likely remain (Sledge. 1987, p. 62). The column
nit) college, then, lacks a hishn ) of commitment to scholarship in pit
because of its eat I) ties to publn schools an d iii pal t bee ause of its rejection
of on iversity type reseal ch.

Teaching Versus Research

As suggested at the beginning of this discussion, community colleges
hale e;eeted eseoich w Cum of teaching. No knowledgeable person

ould gut: that the «immunity college should abandon 01 e% en lessen
its tannmitmcnt to teat lung. But it could be suggested that cleating a di
mate that fume's In oad concepts of scholarship (mild at tuoll% implo%e
the quality of teat lung on caraims. \e% theless. the an gument that a 1.010
mitment to teaching limits a c ()nun itinent to leseol c h has just enough
solidity to cause community toll ege educators to eject Ieseanclt in fa% 01
of teaelung, perhaps unintentionally and unknowingly de emphasizing
scholarship in the process.

Vocationalism

community colleges light!) pink themsel% es on then coinpichensne
pnognamt ofieu ings, which, in most cases, ha lode wcatonol education.
Rut the inclusion of 501 ational education as an important pan of the
(immunity college mission, in spite of its man) puska e out limes, has

not enhanced the community college commitment to scholarship. One
reason 5mationalisin has inhibited scholarship 011 some eamposes lies
in the nanny of the plow anis and ionises falling linden the rubric of
%motional edut ationthothm n eason is that intuit of the stun k done by
%motional foe tilt% menthe's falls outside of uaditional concepts of ac a
denne se holm ship. Regal dless of the reasons, and tt bile many %motion
al cdutottns ale outstanding schulans, scholarship has not ocen:lied a

ominent plat. c in the hi.ao: y of rotational education in the nation's
tom munity colleges.

4 12



COMMUNITY COLLEGE CULTURE *

Community Service

Commun'ty service plogiams are an integral part of the community
,ollege's mission, and these broad based tom ses ogi ams at e taught
almost exclusively by part time faulty members. While many of these pat t
timers ha\ c de\ oted then Imes to the scholarly pursuit of a subject, sonic
of the attic ides conduc ted under the community set ice umln ella requh e
little understanding of in commitment to scholaiship on the hart of stu
dents 01 instructors. In addition, community scrt ice programs operate
outside tit tcguLu nistiuctional program on many campuses, thus, faculty
niembeis teaching ((immunity sei ice wurses ale often excluded hum
faulty di elopmem piogiams Os het e they exist) that promote and en
courage scholarship.

Pcrt-time Faculty

On man) «immunity college campuses today, one not only fails to find
a «immunity of scholar s, but .d so fails to find a community of faculty them
bens of any ty pea Many btu year faculty member s at e pal t time teacher s.
they do k e in, teach then classes, and di is e "ay. This statement is not meant
to denigrate community tolleges in any tray and ceitainly dues not intend
to judge the calm: and use of pal t time fatuity. It is imp» tam to note, Inky
ecci, that many pail time fatuity find it difficult to make a commitment
to st hoLu slip %%hen then pniurities lie elseu he e. (Indeed, I-I pct cent of
the pad time fatuity iespouding to the sin demi died in Chapter Six
of this monogiaph Ieported that mot k outside of the toll ege etas a maim
impediment to scholuly attic ity, this t °imams to only 9 percent of the full
tune faculty membeis.) The pi oblems incok, ed in building an institutional
culture that calms stholuship aie compounded 'Alien many of the faculty
hat,: only a limited professional incestment in the «Mew: community.

The Rewards System

Much of the radio e to integrate scholarship into the community col
lege «dune results nom the failure to consider pal ticipation un scholar
ly at tic ities %%hen !cum ding faculty. I'm example, feu community colleges
intlude an et aluation of 5( holady plat tit es wt hen detei mining the pi 0
motion 01 neteution of faculty members. Ccr tainly communitc college
leaders should be cautious about falling 01 being pushed into a "publish
01 pct ish system." On the other hand, it seems appi opriate foi scholuly
attic itics to be at least a part f any ecaluatio. system fin members of
the academic community.

Expectations of the Job

Ask a community college faulty menthe] or administiattn why he of
she dots not engage in mote st huhu!) at tic iUes, and the ansu el is likely
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to be that dale is not enough time. I his is also born out in the suns)
it:sults I (Tot tett Chapter Six of this monograph. The tole of the tom
mutt it tclltge pi ofessional is demanding, incolcing a teaching load of
15 tit mine 'edit flouts pet meek and an endless ninnbct of committe.:
assignments. No el theless, scholatly at tickles at e a necessary part of
pi of essional lifc in an) academic institution and should be engaged hi
regardless of the demands of the job.

Expectations that fault) be st hold's hace not been high in most Loin
olleges, tht It:foie, the culture has gt ox%tt to lent:it the high pt i

in it gnat to the dcniands of the job and ignore the demand for scholar
ship that one not math assin iatcs mith int-whet ship in the at admit
profession.

Scholarship Defined

I he limited tAtclit to %%Inch fault) ,ne expected to engage in st holm
ship is duo lat gul) to the hilt c of I otnintinit college !cadets to define
st hula! ship in a n a that is t ottipatiblt ith the tuutuuutu college's teach
trig, mission and that dots not In tot the cseatili emphasis of the mike'
sits. I he tailor c to at 1 ice at a nun c appt opt i,tte definition of scholar ship
is a tot midable bat I lei to the intugt anon of st holm ship in the communi
t 0ullegc cilium'. Until an act (Tidbit: definition is adopted I)) college
leaders, dl title] be a t etogni/cd pan of pt ofessional life
at the community college.

I define st holm ship broadly as the ssstcmatit pm suit of a topic, ,ts an
obict tic c. ',tonal nitwit% lin oIN ing coital anal) sis. Si holm ship Until%

LL 1st' (disci% anon, otganiiationnid Ictotding of info' Illation in the
scat ch lot truth and cutlet. It is the umblella nutlet %%Inch iescauiit falls,
tot it scat h is but 011C fl/1 In StIlldttl ship. Si holm ship t:sult, in ,t plod
tit t that is slimed ith (Alms and that is subjet t to the c I hit ism of in
du 'duals qualified to judge the ptoduct, mitt:thet it be at book teN al% in
annotated biblioglaplu1 !emit c, ,t tec it of existing tuseatt h on ,t top

, at speech that s tidiest/us the thinking on a topic. St holarship le
quues one to late a solid foundation in one's plulessional field and to
keep current vith deceltyments in that field!

\\ink the aim% t dulittition is one mull %%Inch most tonintunitN tollege
olussmitals t an iduntil and out that is in rotten %% kit tht tommunit)

ollugt's intat) mission as a it:aching institution, upon Iellettion I mould
oadcii the di finition Llcii fur then. I the AKA defillIt1011 I %% 0111(1 add

t N.hibits bc tcat lict al tests, 'gum ! cs,,k, and poems, Si 1101,11h alludes

auglialt ha. pi I. %10k0.1 ilia 1,1%u kl this ..uhit al w a uuuihi I 01 cult \ k it It it IR

01 1111% (1111)1C1 1VAll1g11,111, 1988. 1489a. 1,18,11). 1,18 1( )
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in journals and who publications that are not research based, original
texts designed for using computers in teaching (assuming the texts are
mole than 'clime(' lecture notes t 1 ansferred to the computer and assum
mg that more than technical skills are tequiled to place existing mate' ial
on a compute' ), intentions and patents on ins ennui's b) technical faculty,
and faculty members engaged in classroom research (researching then
(mil teaching). A tt 0 1 d of caution is in order. including articles published
in jounials as a legitimate scholai ly outlet fu' community college profes
sionals is not the same ,v. the unit ersity's 1 equiremen t that faculty mem
bus publish and is not a call fu' community colleges to adopt i "publish
01 pc iish" stance. Indeed, a journal article would be just another exam
pie of scholarship, as %%mild be a schohn I) speech on a topic, an ail ex
1111)11, in a well con st. uc ted al gument pi esented on the op ed page of the
Sunday supplement.

By defining schohuship in tetras that ale compatible with the COMM II
nit) colleges mission. its leaders can once and fu' all free du:nisch es and
fount genei alms of collillion it) college pi ofessionals from the al gument
of teaching t el sus 1 eseal ch. On the (Alm hand, once commun it) college
lc:Avis define sc huhu ship in then own way, they can no lunge' at gue that
the unit Cl sity not the community college-1 the sole forum fu' scholat
ship. Once scholarship is defined and the definition is accepted by will
inn nit c ()liege pi ofessionals, m.1101,111) 5501 k %t ill bet eine a pal t of the in
stitution al culture.

Incorporating Scholarship into the Culture

rim e ,ne a numbel of actions community college leaders can take to
cm outage Sc holm s'aip. A logical stalling point is to modify those fold es
that militate against sc holm ship becoming an unpul tam pail of the coin
nmnitt college culture.

Filst, each institution should define scholarship in a way that is in on
cel t with its mission. Without a definition that is compatible ssith the col
loge mission and accepted by the college community, it is unlikely that
schohu ship still es em be Betteded as anything other than a fuzzy concept
that appeals to hat e mole 1 eletan Le to the unit obit) than it does to the
comnum it) college. Mol cote', by going through the process of defining
scholarship, membels of the college community still undo stand 11101 c fully
Mutt it means to be a scholal at then institution and still, therefore, be
more willing to commit themselves to scholarship.

Second. in oba1,1 y thc most elk( tit e means of inc 01 pot at ing scholarship
into the institutional culture is co lett al d scholails actit ities. Het e one
can see that a common definition must be used, otheittise lettai ding in
(lit iduals foi m.1101,111) ac tit itics becomes subjectis e and hence ineffectit e.

1
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If scholarship is part of the eN, alu awn pi °Less when decisions regarding
salary, promotion, and retention arc made, it w ill quickly assume a posi
non of importance throughout the institution. A word of caution is in
order. teaching faculty members should not be the only members of the
college community who are expected to engage in scholarship (as is the
case at foul y cal institutions). If scholarship is to permeate the communi
ty college culture, administrators, including academic deans and presi-
dents, must be committed to scholarship and must be judged, in part, by
their scholarly contributions.

Third, and related to the above, presidents, cleans, and diN ision chairs
must exhibit a commitment to scholarship through their otw n %allies and
actions. While presidents and academic deans rate producing scholarly
publications as a low priority for themsehes and for those who report
to them, man) adininistiators, especially academic deans, are interested
in and committed to scholarship in the broadest sense of the term. By
agi eeing upon a common definition of scholarship and by including schol
al ly activities as part of the e% aluation process, presidents and deans have
the means to nanslate beliefs into action. Moreover, they can apply the
same standal ds of scholarship to themsel% es, thereby integrating them
sel% es into the institutional culture while at the same time influencing
that culture.

Foul th, m emb els of the campus community must take es ery opportu
nit) to celcbr ate behold' ly accomplishments. Activities such as receptions
and banquets holm in g scholaily accomplishments are gaining populaii
ty 011111.111) campuses. Some community colleges an e publishing then on
scholarly journals. An outstanding example is Edutattonal linum. A jour
md of TemhIng, LewnIng, and Thofessumal Development, published by Mas
sac huse us Bay Community College. The Forum is attracti% e, contains w ell

itten articles by menthe's of the college community, and, above all, is
scholanly.Such journals ale invaluable in communicating to the college
Loinmunity and to the public that the institution is committed to teach
ing and teal fling and that effective teaching and learning require that coin
inunity college professionals be scholars.

FinalIy,e%eiy effort should be made to link scholal ship and outstanding
teaching. As Fleck] ick Wea% el, professor of economics and history and
dincctom of institutional reseal ch and planning at Hampshire College, ob-
sen is. "Then c is no question teaching effectiveness should be the primary

ltd ion fin regarding faculty in undergi actuate institutions. [But] un
del giaduate institutions must make explicit pi 0% 'Mon foi faculty to engage
in scholarship, because theme are substantial and often oven looked cum
plementanties between good teaching and faculty scholarship" (1989, p. 55).
The link between good teaching and scholal ship can be made through
jouInais sou li as the one des.' 'bed above, through evaluating one's own
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teaching in a systematic, objective way; and through communicating to
students the vital link between the process and the product of learning.
Once the link between scholarship and teaching is establi;,;ted, the defi-
nition of the community college culture will begin to change from the
negative statement, "The community college is a teaching institution whose
faculty do not do research," into the positive statement, "Community, col-
lege faculty members are teachers and scholars." The result will offer a
clearer understanding of the role the community college occupies in the
academic world and may well enhance its standing among other institu-
tions of higher education.

Community college professionals can make great strides in integrating
scholarship into the community college culture if they are more sensitive
to the role they as leaders play in shaping the culture, if they recognize
and deal with those factors that militate against scholarship, if they de-
fine scholarship in a way that is in concert w ith the institutional mission,
and if they make a conscientious effort to see that the integration takes
place To do any less is to ignore a weakness in the community college
philosophy that, if not dealt w ith, may well turn out to be community col-
leges' Achilles' Heel.
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CHAPTER Two

The Role of the Community
College President in Promoting and
Rewarding Faculty Scholarship

Karen A. Bowyer

AwIlege picsitlent is lesponsiblc fur establishing an institutional col
tin e that en«iiii ages and lett aids fault) stholarship. If the pi esi
dent does not ),due fault) int oh ement in st1101,11 ship, it can 11,11(11)

thrift. The inner dike of stunt IllSal Ill tuts trill lead )hear ll) pill Silt' thell
sthokuh illICICSIS (ItS1)itt fill' pl l'Sillt III'S 111(liffC1 elite 01 (6(0111,V:111CM.
RtIl the st holm!) potential in ()duns ma) go unrealized.

In or del to determine )that presidents do to pi ()mote and t cum (I (Atilt)
st holm ship, I tondin tell a bi ief suite\ of 117 t °minim it), tedm ital. anti
junior tollege pi esiden ts in Ma) 1991. The quest ionnait e defint d fatult)
st holm ship 1)10,01) as "fat lilt) pal tit ipation in anti twin ilnnion to then
teaching disc iplinc(s) andlot pedagog).- 1 he presidents ttei e atIt ised that
examples of latultt st holm ship Ina) inthitle such Alit hies as preparing

tit Iv%
% ith pubin.di ion 01 p1 esen (anon, pi epai ing exhibits, p

ins; a pci fin main. c, (lett:loping compute' solo% al c foi an academic clis
t ipline. or helping at ea businesses adopt nett tut huologies. Within this
ti amyl% oils, the pi usidents It el e asked to respond to the follotting three
questions:

\Vila( hats fat tiltt on tom t am pus done to demons(' att. then int 011 e
men( in scholailt at ides:,
1)0 N00 entourage, I c( ogn itetild/ot I el% aid fat III (% fur stholat II al
If l i t les? If) es, please dest I ihe the t) pc of lett ai d 01 l et (ignition that
ton use.
Do t oil hate a built t et aluation st stein that includes let kis of (Ault)
%chola] ship? If es. please describe how this works.

Fitt) eight piesitlents responded to the questionnaire. Fliese responses
taint from 26 states St attered ,toss the nation, representing all six of
the regional a«lediting assot iations. Tlicie It cit. one 01 two responses

II
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per state, ith the exception of Viiginia, Texas, ind .Arizona, tthith had
fit e 'espouses eat liind Hot ida, tthich had foul. While the iespondents
are not necessai il) a I epi esentathe sample of pi csidents, they do pro
tide insight into the l pes of scholarship faculty engage in and the ,1)s
scholarly accomplishments are retognized and rmarded.

Types of Faculty Scholarship

In ansml ing the first question. man) pi esidents listed an impressi'c
an a) of scholai I) at ti ities. Clem h, these pi esidents %%elC .n% are of the
man) stays then fat u It) cumin tutor ed as at the st holars. Some of these
actuities in% oh ed tiatlitional, disc iplinaly research. Fot example, the chief
executit c office' of the Fol est Pal k Campus of St. Louis Community Col-
lege, N1issoin gnu ted that a sociolog) fault) member at the college
nsed a sabbatical lea% e In the Fat East to examine the c ultuI al diffei ent es
that inhibit business iclationships hem and Asian companies.

Othei an% ities. !lime% , fell ithin a Inoadel scholarly fraw eolk.
Teaching. for example, Nas most often cited as the focus of Scholarly at
tention. Dcmonstiating thtu commitment to instiuctional imp' mem.
011111111111t1 t ()liege Lit uln of ten c% k on the de% elopment of instructional

imam ials °I pi ogiams. Examples hum the sin% e 'espouses in chide the
following:

12

Eat ult at Phoenix College, tiizona, !hue do eloped an line' at th e
N Act) pioject ut biolog) and a compute assisted insUuctiuu plow am
integrating lessons in English and library skills.
At Rin I ington Count) College, No% jet sey , fat. ult ha% piked to es
tablish elat 'unship!) %%tat high st hoot hist' num s, thei eb) smoothing
student tiansition bum the secondal y to the postsecondary le% els.
On the StAith Campus of the Com mun i College of Alleghen) Count).
Penns)h ania, facult) are tut ten tl) de% eloping a WI iting Centel in
:9(1,2! anon ttith Cat negic Mellon Utii ersit) to fume' and in ()mote
the teaching of writing.
Foi the past 0%0 summeis, 30 fat tilt% flout Tai lam Count) junk,' Col
lege, Texas, !lace paint ipated in tin e %%eek seminal s %%WI t isiting
scholai s flout Piintcton. Temple. ,Vibuni, and othei unk sides.
Funded IA the National Endomment fu' the I humanities, the seminars
hate lie.ped the fat tilt) p1ep.ue lot and teach in a nett humanities
based honors program.
A (*.unit) menthe' at Green% ille let !mit al College, South Carolina,
has pi epmed a impel, "Dec eloping CI itical Thinking Skills in Tele
tout se Instruction." foi the I 1th Annual Inten tational Coact cute
on Critical Thinking and Educational RelOrm.
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Amalie] category of scholarship emerging in the sun ey was community
service; in these acti.ities, faculty use their subject expertise to inform
the public on an issue, topic, or skill. The president of Clackamas Com-
munity College, Oregon, for example, cited the efforts of an economics
instructor who produced a consumei protection book. Another example
collies from Milwaukee Area Technical College, Wisconsin, where two of
the auto body faculty have de% eloped and starred in a tele% ision series
called "Classic Cal Shop," which has appeared on more than 200 public
tele% ision stations. These types of information sharing auk ities demon-
strate the potential %Ale of faculty as a community resource.

Finally, artistic and ci cads e endear ors were also mentioned. For ex-
ample, the pi csident of Yuba College, California, repot ted that the band
ins 'mot at Item institution led an international orchestra in Europe in

ugust 19'l I . \t Bainbi idge College, Georgia, an English teacher published
a collection of local folk tales in 1087 and subsequently worked with a
professor at a sister institution to write a childi en's play based on those
folk tales. The president of Bainbridge College contributed an original
musical sun e fin the play, which has been dewed by mote than 21,000
people. many of whom were schoolchildren.

Recognizing and Rewarding Scholarship

In response to the second question, 55 of the 58 pi esid mts reported
that they encourage. Ietognize,or reward faculty for scholarly acti i ties.
Sey et al expressed a concern about not doing enough in this al ea, but when
asked to describe the type of reward 01 recognition cm rently used, three
categories emerged: awards, rehnbuisement, and institutional support.

.1( many colleges, scholarly accomplishments are part of the criteria used
in ass d programs operated by college foundations, alumni associations,
or other groups Many of these programs take the form of "teacher -of.
the) ear" ceremonies. Examples include the following:

An alumni association at East Central Community College, Nhssissippi,
elects an outstanding academic instructor and an outstanding voca-
tional technical instructor each }eat. These outstanding faculty are
awarded plaques at the «dlege's annual homecoming ceremonies.
The Northern Virginia Community College Educational Foundation
annually recognizes three faculty for outstanding teaching and scholai.
ship. Each is presented with an award of $1,000.
The Bainbridge College (Georgia) Foundation Faculty Ent ichment
\ward goes to faculty fin scholarly actin ity such as postdoctoral work,
research, or curriculum des el °Inen( and recision. The maximum
amount of each award is S500.

20
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The I esponding presidents noted that these au ard probt ants arc often
supplemented by whet adi%ities designed to recognize faculty accomplish
merits. These include news releases to local media, notices in college news-

!cue's, pet letteis flow the in esiden t, certificates of completion,
recognition at meetings of the faculty and staff, and social e%ents such
as banquets, teas, and leteptious. Merit pay plans were also mentioned.

Besides assai(Is, many colleges also reimburse faculty for travel and con-
tinuing education. In Immo ous cases, presidents responding to the sur-

rey repot ted that then colleges pay for classes taken by their faculty, rein
'Huse faculty for pal ticipation in conferences and seininarsind make
budgetai y ino% isions hit i elease time. One institution, Frank Phillips Col-
lege. Texas, offers fatuity a $7,500 no-interest loan to help cos er expenses
ine titled in completing tem inal dew ees. Funds foi reimbursement may
Lowe fr our a %al let) of sources. rot example, presidents noted that monies
foi ti a% el and release time came flour Title III, the National Endowment
fot the I lumanities, the National Science Foundation. and the colleges'
foundations.

Nonnionetai y institutional support can also play a tole in encouraging
(acuity se holm ship. For example, some ptesidcnts reported that they pro-
%tele sect etai ial and tomputet summit fin faculty pursuing scholarly
projects. fins type of assistance is critical if faculty are to become in% oh ecl
m scholarly acti% ides %%Idle teaching fire 01 more courses per term. In
sunk eases institutional support is built into the administiathe structure
of the college. At Massachusetts Bay Community College, for example,
dicie is a hill tune associate dean of teat hingileal ning and professional
de% elopment oho cue out ages, assists pith, ind recognizes scholarship by
pi mina ing faculty in% oh ument in pi ofessional de% elopment acti% it ies on

atid off campus. I he college's associate clean for planning and resource
dot:1°1,11unit also ene oui ages faculty scholarship by in% oh ing instructors
in grant writing.

Scholarship as an Evaluation Criterion

I hough all respondents %%etc able to cite examples of faculty scholar
slap, and though 55 of the 58 respondents indicated that the college used
some lot war mechanism to cutout age and recognize scholarly accomplish
mews, only 35 of the presidents indicated that le% ios of faculty scholar
ship was pal t of the college's faculty evaluation system. Sonic of these e%alti
ations incorporate a point sy: tem in which scholarship or other forms
of faculty de%elopruetrt arc assigned specific weights. Others mandate that
fat ulty de% ate time to predetermined professional de% elopment ad% ities.
I he folltming are examples of the types of faculty e%aluation programs
reported by the respondents:
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At Piedmont Community College, North Carolina, a point system has
been designed to ieward carious scholarly actis ities. Between 10 and
25 percent of each faculty member's es aluation is based on his or her
professional des elopment. It is up to the faculty member to determine
the exact proportion that will be used.
All faculty at Jefferson State Community College, Alabama, are re-
quired to submit inch% iclual action plans concerning professional de-
velopment. These plans are funded up to $1,000 each.
In °Me to him, then contract renewed, faculty at Mississippi Gulf
Coast Community College al e requi,ecl to earn three semeste hours
of credit fin professional update. Attendance at professional meet-
ings may be used to satisfy this requirement.
1t Palomar College, California, faculty has e a professional growth ob-
ligation of ten day s per year. Faculty are en«mfaged to pursue schol-
arly activities to meet this requirement.
Two of the ten c r iteria used at Bainbi idge College, Georgia, to assess
faculty arc (a) research and (b) professional accomplishments, growth,
and des elopment. Other criteria include superior teaching, depart-
mental service, and student advisement.
For promotion of faculty at San Juan College, New Mexico, profes-
s' aal and personal des elopment has a weighting of 25 percent.

I loss effi (Os e tie these es aluation systems in (uoin aging scholai ship?
The questionnaire did not solicit answer s to this question. And because
most es aluation designs require es idence of "pi ofessional des elopment,"
a broad term that may encompass a sariety of actis ities, it is hard to de-
termine the extent to which promotions and pa) raises are based specifi-
cally on the production of scholarly pi oducts as defined by George
Vaughan in Chaptc One Nonetheless, it appears that faculty es aluation
systems at community colleges has e the potential to recognize and gise
weight to scholarly achievement.

Conclusion

The informal surrey provides additional evidence that scholarship,
broadly defined to include ,ictis ities besides original research, is ahead)
a part of the professional lines of many who work at community, techni
cal, and junior colleges. College leaders still face the task, bosseser, of mak-
ing scholaiship a central part of the institutional whine. high expecta-
tions for scholarly achiesement need to be set. Faculty in community
colleges should be expected to em ich and improse their teaching through

scholarly actis Ries. Res iess of faculty scholar ship should be part of es cry
faculty es aluation sy stein. One president said that he uses a carrot-and-stick
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approach with many more carrots than sticks. Faculty should be en-
couraged to produce a scholarly product but not threatened to the point
of "publish or perish." Those who do produce should be rewarded and
recognized.

Presidents need to create the environment in which scholarship will
thrice. It is a tall order, but faculty scholarship is essential for maintain-
ing the high quality teaching that has become the hallmark of our nation's
community colleges.

Karen Bowyei is president of Dyersburg Stale Community College, Tennessee.
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CHAPTER THREE

Scholarship and the
Academic Dean

Betty Duvall

Column nin college educators ha) e long prided thenisch es on the teach
ing orientation of then institutions. Their goal has been to create an
institution that is dial cut ft om the foul )ear college. w her c teaching

recei% es less emphasis and facult) I eseal ch is accorded top prior it). Man)
comm unit)it) college !cadets to tall) I e,ect independent fault) lesem c It, as
though rejection of scholarship %etc the onl) %%a) to achie) e the supt eme
goal of teaching excellence.

Recent!). ho)eer, sonic educators ha) e come to let. oga lie the implicit
interrelationship bet een teaching and scholarship. pointing out that
scholar!) acti it) is appropriate for Limit) in all higher education insti.
anions. including «utnunit) colleges. This recognition stems in large
part ft tun a 1 enmed debate on the meaning of scholarship and nom the
realiiation that scholat 1) contributions can take man) limns besides
min el sit) based reseal c h and publication. The actmun tab il it) m o) emelt t
has also played a tole. lotting all institutions of higket education to aug.
ment teaching )ith nitwit.) into student outcomes, both at the classroom
and institutional le% els. Shorn of the excuse that scholarship is germane
only to the un n ersit), and required to appl) research methods to then
oc n instal( tional efforts, (multiunit' college educators liae had to tethink
their position on scholarship and Enid %% a) s to make scholarship an in.
tegral part of the «mununit) college culture. The dean of instruction, %ho
set.) es as a ) nal link hem een the administration and the facult). can pla)
an important role ill this process.

Redefining Scholarship

Ernest Bo)er (1987, 1990) has been a leading advocate of a broadet view
of scholarship. Bo) er makes the case for a ne% iew of scholarship b)
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ledefining the %%ink of the pi oft +sin iate into lout al elms. the st holm ship
of dist 0% el N. St 1101.11 N1111) Of 1111(..g.l'i011. 111' 'A 1101.11ship of appli(a

11011. t111(1 111C S(1101.11,1111) of teat fling. w 0 of ill. se kinds of st holm ship
ale familial to highe eclutat ion, the st holm ship of (.'stunt +. 1111(6 ing

naditioal tescatch that ad% antes lanndedge. and the st holm ship of in
legation, imol% nig Iht NNIIIICS1s, .111,11N Sh..111(1 11M:1)1:Union of 1CSC.11(11

findings as a means of plat ing isolated fans into tontext. The third to
go %. the st holm ship of applit anon. is also familial to at least some pails
of Inglie tdut,t ion. I It It leseatt h knowledge is applied to plattital !mob
!ems that equity solutions. I hi% RIK' of applied %NW k is centlal to the
inisaoll of lancgrant institutions.

I he foul th tategot h% Bo% el si holm ship of leathing
caks gluon,.'., the «minion pe«.ption of st holm ship. 11o)e at

guts that 'cachet +do molt than ansnit know ledge. the) also n ansfinni
and extend 1..ito,% ledge. pit:seining it in new and nsefill %NJ\ S..1111,, final
(1C1-111111011 of S(11(4.111% ac inn% is itself a tit ansf ululation, an extension of

the %mid% held %tew of si holaiship as leseal extending st I dad%

am% it% to tut 0 poi ate tt ailing. all menthe's i)1 the ,ttacIttil . onummi
t% ma% engage in st holm ship, %%hid' taut no lunge] be % ie%. as the sole

Immo% of linne sit% pod( ssois. (19871 argues fiat this bioadel ItAN

of s(1101.11S1111) ill his in itl% of uncle] glacluate echatation in the l'ilited
States. I hell C he (0111111C11h that "S(1101.11%1111) 11 al the 1C.11 Of NN11.1 the

teathing piofession ',all about...and tti w taken laud() «nninitient fin
+(holm ship ... to mid( intim the uncle' gi Ablate expet e, cgal (Hess

of the atademit setting tp. 131). Seen in this light. %( holath is
Ilioit than siniph apptopti.ut to (muumuu% tolleges, it is an integial and
neeessar) part of teaching.

Accountability

I he ,t(toimutbillo mmenient has added w eight to al guments that
st holm ship h unpin tant ',Ruh) talc at tontnnntitt colleges. Demands
fin the assessment of studt lit out( tunes lia%t emanated hunt hod
its. legional at:tilting assottationsmci lot al boalds. Colleges them
sel% es, int 1 casingl% Intel cstecl ipi,d it% assul ante, ha% c also spin led the
tut lent unciest ni institutional iinpat on student success, As asscssItlit
of institutional effet ti%tness iss in impin tante, so w ill the need fin sus
[email( holm I\ 111(11111N 11110 l'all(.11.1011.11 11)10(CYL'S .111(1 outcomes.

[Amato' s at t lit institutional le%el should be the pi imal t plawl s in this
seholal ship..1ssessinent ma) int hale but should not be limited to stall
dal (hied tt sts, Lotall% ile%eloped ineastii es. induding both gnantitathe
ancl qualitat I% s. e also important.. \ss&ssutcut IA ()paths should
thus intoltc fat ult% and staff in self examination, in (la] if) ing gualstncl
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increasing then sophistication in eseatch methodologies. These efforts,
tooted in the scholu ship of disco% ) and application, should enable col
loges to pack the intellectual and pet sonal giouth of students met time,
ineastn c changes in student attitudes and all and determine the "t alttc
added- impact on students. that is. the knouledge and skills that students
gaio throt gh the educational experience.

Though assessment is an institutional t esponsibilit), it can and should
be cat' led out at the class' 0010 keel and made an julep al part of the
sc holm ship of teaching. -Class' own eseal ch" as discussed b) Cross (1990)
plot ides a mechanism ftn this assessment. Wm king Dom the in ecept that
the mission of the communit) college is teaching. she fugues that b) in
ecstigating scathing as it o«uls. &knit% menthe's enhance both teaching
and teat cling. At the same time tea hos bet 0111C principle reseatchets,
attic sc holm s tdio emit' Ram: to out tindei standing of the educational
pi mess. "tIn ough (lass' omit leseftic h. teat s help the institution pm
%ide an immediate 'espouse to those seeking educational 'eft)) in and at
eountabilite. Classloom est:fuel' allots the teachel to pla) a ke) role in

nk It ing 'motile:ins and seeking out solutions. It makes the teacher the
leseate het and the d is( ti%ei et. as ti ell ,s the lump (lel of data and the
explorer of applied lesearch.

Fostering a Supportive Institutional Culture

Despite the ideruc that scholarship is .1 esponsibilit) of fault) at
all institutions of high(' education and that good teaching is enhanced
On ough seholail) flunkies, laeult) se holm ship has not gem II) been in
on !mimed into the ( oninu it) college culttne. Institutional leados hate
)et to adopt seholat ship as a ke pal t of the communit) college mission.
1 hough indit idu.tl !Ault) membos fiequentl) engage in esearch and
whet se huhu It %%tit k. and though these same leadeis often take peat pick
in those !Ault% aceoniplishments. uholmship at the communit) college
has been seen as a (lest' able but unneeessai) add on. Indi idual fault)
till no doubt continue' to putstte seholat I) ,'entities. Vet mote could be
done to encoutage holath tut k and to easstne facult) that such e%tnk
is appropriate at the communit) college.

The instnictional dean (an pla) the most influential tole in cleating
a climate that su pptn ts and enc outages lac t) scholat ship. Deans, %%hilt.
the e eat I) administi atom s. are also fctilt) menthe's, concerned t% ith
eon it talon', teaching methods. and dassi own management. Through then
efftn Is. factiltt and the institution as a thole can explore and le% ise then
notions of teaching. scholat ship, and the lelationship bet'aeen the Mo.

\ In St step is to let ogn lie that LOIMIllan it) college fault) has e ()kat-
1) int ol ed themseh es in aid% ides commoul) sided as scholail). Man)
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Table 1. Classroom Research Models: No Teacher Involvement

Experimental
Process-Product
Academic Learning
Time

School Ethnography

Role of
Classroom
Teacher

Classroom teacher
uninvolved in research;
Research conducted by
educational researcher

Classroom teacher
uninvolved in
research, or
Collaborator with
school ethnographer

Purpose Assessment of classroom
instruction in order to
improve student
learning and teacher
effectiveness

Description and inter
pretation of the culture
of the classroom

Audiences Educational researchers
Policy makers
Teachers

School ethnographers
Policy makers
Teachers

Methods
of Data
Collect ion

Standardized tests
Observational scales

Methods of
Data Analysis

Quantitative: statistical
and analytical analysis

Observations
Field notes
Case study
Standardized tests

Qualitative emphasis
but also quantitative

Example N.L. Gage, The Selena!
is Basis of the Art of
Teaching

D.C. Berliner,
"Tempus Educare"

G. Spindler, Doing the
Ethnography of Schooling
S. Florio and M.
Walsh, "The Teacher
as Colleague in Class.
room Research"
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community colleges, thereby broadening the information exchange
and expanding the scope of faculty recognition.
The dean may be able to develop an innovative teachers' fund to pro-
vide small grants for research or other scholarly work. This fund could
be informally administered, and faculty could apply for grants from
the fund by writing proposals that would be judged on a competitive
basis. Such a process might provide faculty with experience that would
help them wete proposals for larger, externally funded projects. Af-
ter a period of time, the fund might be expanded through contribu
tions from the college foundation or community groups.
Deans should also encourage faculty to seek out collaborative ventures.
Research partnerships with local industries (such as those undertaken
at advanced technology centers) or with local universities can be fruit-
ful avenues of scholarly work. In addition, partnerships between
faculty and students can be as productive at the community college
level (in both learning and in advancing knowledge) as they are at
the university.
Rewards for faculty scholarship will be important. to some cases, they
may be part of the institutionalized reward system (advancement in
academic rank or salary schedule), but peer recognition (such as a
reception for published authors or a president's luncheon for faculty
scholars) should also be user!. Other rewards might take the form of
equipment granted to faculty or departments pursuing research that
enhances teaching.
Release time awarded annually to an outstanding facultscholar will
pros ide deserved recognition as well as relief from the vigorous teach-
ing schedules faced by most community college instructors. Colleges
can also develop teaching schedules that meet the needs of students
while providing faculty with uninterrupted office or library time. For
example, if an instructor in the line arts can complete his or her teach-
ing schedule on Monday through Thursday this will leave three unin
terrupted daysFriday, Saturday, and Sundayof studio time.

The Dean as Scholar

A successful dean has the confidence of the faculty. This can come only
as the result of mutual respect; that is, the clean must first respect and

Fie confidence in the faculty. There is no better way to achieve this shared
t espect than through the encouragement of scholarly activities. Faculty
in community colleges, like their counterparts in other areas of higher
education, hate strong ties to their subject disciplines. In addition, con
num ity college faculty feel a strong tie to the teaching-learning process.
The instructoi is both scientist and educator, nurse and educator, etc. Even
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if individual community college faculty have not been involved in research,
most feel a strong need to be, and many comment on the heavy teaching
load and the demanding needs of a heterogeneous student population
that syphon off time, energy, and creativity. Deans should recognize and
encourage the potential scholar in every faculty member.

Deans will be more effective in this task by adhering to the principle
of leadership by example and remaining active scholars themselves. This
will require deans to teach, read, and remain current in their academic
fields. Deans, like faculty, feel a commitment to scholarship and will de-
live substantial personal satisfaction through these scholarly endeavors.
But active scholarship on the viol of the dean will also benefit the college
as a whole, foster in g improy ed standards of academic excellence, the em-
powerment of strong faculty members, and the establishment of an in-
stitutional climate that will be noted not only by faculty, but by students
and the community as well.

the academic dean, along with other instructional administrators,
should be a model of scholarship while at the same time seeking way s to
encourage. recognize, at a reward scholarly activities. Deans alone can-
not create the cti;.0 re need..-1 to support scholarship. Faculty theinseh es
must recognize the need for and the benefits clerked from scholarship.
They must make scholai ship a part of their professional responsibilities.
But the dean can set an example and communicate the importance of
scholarship to fac...1t) colleagues. The benefits to faculty themsch es in
terms of professional tenewal both as stqect area specialists and as
teachers will quickly convince others to join the new mot, einem in com-
munity college education: the scholarship movement.
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CHAPTER FOUR

Empowering Faculty as

Teacher-Researchers

Keith Kroll

onnnunity college leaders hate historically separated teaching from
research, proudly proclaiming that their faculty members devote full
attention to students 'miter than to out-of-class research. Over the past

ten) ears, how o ert growing number of critics have argued that the se pa
ration of teaching and scholarship (research being only one form of
scholarship) is a false dichotomy that has weakened teaching effective
ness and professional do el opulent at the community college. Writers such
as Sim( nds (1980), Jon es (1982), Sledge (1987), Seidman (1985), Vaughan
(1986, 1988), and Parilla (1986) define scholarship ill ways that are ap
pi opriate for the community college and argue that faculty should % iec%
themselves as teachers and scholars.

Within the context of this broad c iew of scholarship, this essay discuss
es classroom reseal( h and the professional role of community college
faculty as teachei -reseal Liters who describe and assess the teaching and
learning that goes on in their classrooms. Such class! oom researcha key
element of what Boy el (1990) calls "the scholarship of teaching" has been
c io%ed as an anchor for faculty scholarship at the community college. The
AACJC Commission on the Future of Community Colleges (1988), for ex
ample, argues that "community colleges should define the role of the
faculty menthe' as class' own iesearcherfocusing evaluation on insti to
tion and making a clear connection between what the teacher teaches and
Im% students learn" (p. 27). The commission's statement clearly recog-
nizes the potential scholar!) contributions of faculty as teachers, con tri
butions that ma) go unrecognized if scholai ship is tied solely to research.

Ilm is classloomieseal ch «ntducted and what are the Loge! ramifi c a
turns fin the professional roles am.' ibed to community college faculty? The
foul sections of this chapters address these questions. The first section
posits a ty polop of t lass] oom iesem (II models, %%itli particular emphasis
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on the roles these models ascribe to faculty and on their applicability to
the community college. The second section discusses the ideology under-
lying the teacher-researcher movement and offers several reasons why com-
munity college faculty should become engaged in classroom research. The
third section discusses ramifications, including political ones, for commu-
nity college faculty when they take on the role of teacher-researcher. Finally,
the fourth section pros ides suggestions for community college faculty and
administrators interested in teacher researcher classroom research.

Classroom Research Models

There lre various ways to define and describe classroom research (see,
for example, Aronowitz and Giroux, 1985; Calkins, 1985; Mohr and
MacLean 1987; Myers, 1985; Shulman, 1986). For the purposes of this essay
Inc research mouels used in examining teaching and learning within class-
rooms will be presented (see Tables One and Two). The first two models,
expel imental research and school ethnography, employ (respectively) the
quantitative and qualitative methods of social science and rarely involve
wad-leis themseh es. The remaining threeteacher-researcher ethnogra-
phy, teacher-researcher ethnographylassessmentind teacher-researcher
assessmentassume a key faculty role, thus shifting the control of the re-
search agenda from professional educational researchers to practition
ers who, in the final analysis, utilize the results of the research.

Experimental Research

Within the experimental model of educational research, two methods
ha e been used to assess classroom teaching and learning: process-product
research and academic learning time. As described by Shulman (1986),
pi OCCSS product research focuses on the effectiveness of teacher perform-
ance (processes) and on student learning (products). In the academk learn-
ing time method, the educational researches studies the observable class-
room belia for of students in order to determine teacher effectheness.
In both methods the researcher collects and analyzes data quantitath el).
In neither method does the classrool, teacher play an active part in re-
search; each depends upon outside observers.

School Ethnography

As defined by Wilcox (1988), "Ethnography is first and foremost a descrip-
tive endea or in which the ieseamchen attempts accurately to describe and
interpret the nature of social discourse among a group of people" (p.458).
Erickson (1984) was one of the first to argue that with some changes the
ethnographic research model is useful for studying schools, including (but
not limited to) classroom acti ities. According to Goetz and LeCompte
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Table 1. Classroom Research Models: No Teacher Involvement

Experimental
Process - Product
Academic Learning
Time

School Ethnography

Role of
Classroom
Teacher

Classroom teacher
uninvolved in research;
Research conducted by
educational researcher

Classroom teacher
uninvolved in
research, or
Collaborator with
school ethnographer

Purpose Assessment of classroom
instruction in order to
improve student
learning and teacher
effectiveness

Description and inter-
pretation of the culture
of the classroom

Audiences Educational researchers
Policy makers
Teachers

School ethnographers
Policy makers
Teachers

Methods
of Data
Collection

Standardized tests
Observational scales

Methods of
Data Analysis

Quantitative: statisticat
and analytical analysis

Observations
Field notes
Case study
Standardized tests

Qualitative emphasis
but also quantitative

Example N.L. Gage, The Scientif
is Basis of the Art of
Teaching
D,C. Berliner,
-Tempus Educare"

G. Spindler, Doing the
Ethnography of Schooling
S. Florio and M.
Walsh, "The Teacher
as Colleague in Class-
room Research"
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Table 2. Classroom Research Models: Direct Teacher Involvement

Teacher-
Researcher
Ethnography

Teacher-
Researcher
Ethnography/
Assessment

Teacher-
Researcher
Assessment

Role of
Classroom
Teacher

Teacher-
researcher con-
ducts research

Teacher-
researcher con-
ducts research

Teacher-
researcher con-
ducts research

Purpose Description and
interpretation
of the culture
of the class-
room to getter-
ate pedagogical
theory

Observation
and formula-
don of research
questions to
assess classroom
practice and
student learning

Improvement
of quality
learning
through the
improvement
of teaching
effectiveness

Audiences Teacher-
researcher
Other teacher-
researchers
Policy makers

Teacher-
researcher
Other teacher-
researchers
Policy makers

Teacher-
researcher
Other teacher-
researchers
Policy makers

Methods
of Data
Collection

Narrative
descriptions
Informal
journals
Recordings

Observations
Student work
Pre- and
post-tests

Classroom
assessment
techniques

Methods of
Data Analysis

Qualitative Qualitative and
quantitative

Qualitative and
quantitative

Example H. Tinberg,
"A Model of
Theoiy- Making
for Writing
Teachers:
Local
Knowledge"

L. Odell,
"The Classroo-
m Teacher as
Researcher"

K. Patricia
Cross and
T.A. Angelo,
Classroom
Assessment
Techniques
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(1984), "The purpose of educational ethnography is to provide rich,
descriptive data about the contexts, activities, and beliefs of participants
in educational settings" (p. 17).

Within the school ethnography model, classroom teacher participation
varies from no active involvement at all (Spindler, 1988) to that of col
laboration with an educational researcher (Florio and Walsh, 1981; Kan
tor, 1990). But the purpose is usually to describe the culture of the insti-
tution as a whole rather than the teaching and learning that goes on in
individual classroom settings. Examples of school ethnography include
the works by London (1978) and Weis (1985), who spent a year or more
participating in and describing the institutional character of an urban
community college. Their studies provide insights into the cultural con-
texts within which teaching and learning take place at those institutions.

Teacher-Researcher Ethnography

The teacheresearcher ethnography model of classroom research has
a more focused purpose, using the techniques of ethnographic field work
to study learning in particular classroom environments. Teacher
researcher ethnography retains ethnographic characteristics because of
the teacher-researcher's interest in describing the culture of the classroom
and doing field work in the classroom, but it differs from school ethno
raphy in several ways. First, the teacher makes his or her own observa-
tions in the role of teacher-researcher, rather than remaining on the side
lines as a nonparticipant. Second, school ethnography tends to ,,e
conducted of er an extended period of time, whereas a teacherresearcher
ethnograp' Ay project might vary in length from one class period to one
term or (al most) one school year. Third, in teacher-researcher ethnogra-
phy the tut her-researcher focuses solely on his or her own classroom(s).
A school ethnographer, on the min!, hand, may focus on several teachers'
classrooms within one or more schools.

Tinberg (1990), who has proposed this classroom research model for
community college faculty, argues that there is a "need to observe and
to record, in detail, the ceremonies and transactions that take place in
the classroom" (p. 19). With these observations, he points out, classroom
teachers can begin to develop and understand the theories that underlie
classroom practice. Inquiry and discovery are the primary purposes of
this quasi school ethnography, although assessmentdefined throughout
this essay as seeking to improve student learning and teacher effective-
nessmay ultimately emerge from this model of classroom research.

Teacher-Researcher Ethnography/Assessment

The teacher-researcher ethnography/assessment classroom research
model, best described by Odell (1976, 1987), appears to be the dominant
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model of classroom research currently used by teacher-researchers. It re-
tains ethnographic research methodology in that the classroom research
continually emerges from the teacher-researcher's dwn classroom obser-
vations about his or her teaching. As Odell (1987) writes, "The process
of exploration and discovery [which generates the research question] arises
from a sense of dissonance or conflict, or uncertainty" (p. 129). It differs
from the teacherresearchei ethnography model, however, in that the re-
search questions that the teacher-researcher seeks to answer clearly in
volve the assessment of student leaning and teacher effectiveness (Odell,
1976). While the teachei-researcher ethnography model seeks a broad un-
dee standing of all that goes on within the culture of a particular class.
room, the teacher-researcher ethnographiclassessment model has the more
specific goal of answering teacher questions about student leaning and
teacher effectiveness.less.

Teacher-Researcher Assessment

The fifth type of classroom research, teacher researcher assessment,
lescribed by Cross and Angelo (1988, 1989), emphasizes the der elopment

and use of simple feedback techniques that can be incorporated into the
teaching process to deter mine if students are learning what is being taught.
As an example of such a feedback technique, Cross (1990) notes that "a
study of critical thinking in the classroom. _might begin with the assign-
ment of a task that requires ciitical thinking and permits s) stematic ob
serrations about how students approach the task and how well the) per
form" (p. 15).

Though the use of defined feedback techniques differentiates this model
from teachei-reseaicher ethnography/assessment, which emphasizes a
broader process of discos er) and inquiry within the classroom leading
to the formulation of research questions, there are similarities between
the two models. Like the teachei -researcher ethnographiclassessment mod-
el, assessment of learning is the key focus. As Cross and Angelo (1989)
explain, "The pu ipose of classroom research is to impror c the quality of
learning in college classrooms by improving the effectiveness of teach
Mg" (p. 2.1). In addition, both models assume faculty ownership of the
research. Cross and Angelo (1988) emphasize that "the research most likely
to imp ore teaching and !cawing is conducted by teachers on questions
the) themseh es hare formulated in 'espouse to problems 01 issues in their
0..11 teaching" (p. 2).

Appropriateness for the Community College
The three teacher researcher models listed above are the most appro-

priate and beneficial for connnunity college faculty in all disciplines.
Research undertaken within these models derives twin and is used by
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faculty themselves. Ideally a combination of all three of these teacher-
researcher models provides the best approach to classroom research and
to the promotion of faculty scholarship through teaching. This combined
approach proceeds from the general to the specific: the field work of
teacher-researcher ethnography helps faculty come to an understanding
of the classroom culture in general. This understanding, in turn, leads
to more specific research questions that guide the teacher-researcher eth-
nographylassessment model. Finally, the teacher researcher assessment
model pros ides assessment techniques for determining teacher effectis e
ness and student performance within the context of specific learning
objectives.

B arguing for community college faculty to become teacher-researchers
ithin the context of the latter three models, I do not mean to diminish

the importance and salue of the more traditional experimental and school
ethnography models. All five models hale their uses. As Shulman (1986)
points out, "Different programs of research are likely to produce diffu
ent ty pes of know ledge about teaching, knowledge of interest to theoreti-
cians, policy makers, and practitioners" (p. 27). But if the goal of class-
room research is to apply faculty scholarship to the understanding and
impros einem of student learning, then research models that involve
faculty themsch es (lather than outside researchers) must be employed.

Community College Faculty as Teacher-Researchers

Why should community college faculty members become teacher.
reseal-tile's actin eh ins oh ed in classroom research, and why should com-
munity college (cadet s encoin age and support community college faculty
as teacher reseal c hers? There are ses oral compelling answers to this ques-
tion: to close the link between educational research and practice, to re-
spond to demands for information on institutional effectiseness, and to
improve teat hing itself. Each of these answers posits a strong faculty role
within the institution. Hence the underlying ideology of the teacher -

researcher nun enient has implications for college gm ernance as well as
educational research.

Ownership of Pedagogical Theory

Fm years a gap has existed between educational research and classroom
practice. Educational researchers complain that classroom teachers dis-
like educational them-) and arc more interested in knowing what they
can do in class on Monday morning to survise. Classroom teachers re-
spond that educational researchers produce theories that have no direct
pedagogical application in the classroom. While both points of view have
some salidity, the real problem lies less in the relevance of theory than
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in the question of professional in% estment in and ownership of that the
or).13ecause teachers are rarely in% oh ed in educational research, many
facult) members, including community college instructors, do not have
a sense of owning the theory that guides classroom pedagog). As Berthoff
(1981) argues, "Educational research is nothing to out purpose, unless
we (teachers] formulate the (1uestions; . . if the questions.. are not origi-
nal!) RI:formulated [sic] b) those who are working in the class' oom, educa-
tional research is pointless" (p. :31).

Berthoff's assertion is supported in the literature b) the al guments for
and desci ipt ions of classroom reseal ch undertaken by teacher-researchers
themselves. (See, foi example, Bisset. and Bullock, 1987; Daiker and Moven-
bei g. 1 990; Coswann and Stillman, 1987; and Millet, 1990). By becoming
teacher-researchers and anal)zing questions that emerge in their own class-
looms, fault) members generate, re% ise, and assess pedagogical theor).
The scope of research is no longs: left to outside researchers (as is the
case w ith tra(litional, experimental esearch). Ownership of educational
theory reverts to those who make use of it.

Assessment

A second answer to the question of why facult) should become teacher-
' esear Liters wilco us the gi owing demand (from both inside and outside
the college) foi good faith elfin is to assess student learning, teachei pei-
ltrinance, and pi ogi am and institutional cacti% cites& Though commit
nit) colleges face mounting pi essm e from outside groups, inc hiding ac
crediting associations and gmernmental bodies, fin assessments of student
performance, man) two -)eau colleges ale not well pi epared to meet these
demands (Alfred .ti(l Lindet, 1990). Both facult) and administrators are
hampered b) the traditional barriers between their roles in the column-
nit) college. If colleges are to collect lamination about student learning
and teachei performance, the facult) role in institutional assessment and
decision making will have to be increased.

Classroom research models that cast the fawn) member in the role of
teachei researcher pro% ide one %%a) for communit) colleges to gain in-

formation about student learning and teachei pct foi mance Lased on ac
tual experiences in the classroom. These models also pros ide communi-
ty colleges with the opportunity to assess the effectiveness of specific
academic programs. Final!), classroom reseal ch will encourage and im-
prove in oh ement of facult) in the college and overcome some of the
powerlessness communit) college faculty currentl) experience in institu-
tional decision making (Alfred and Linder, 1990). Through their role as
teacher-researchers, communit) college facult) would finall) be im oh et!
in curriculum development and evaluation.
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Effects on Teaching

A third response to the question of why community college faculty
should become teacher-researchers lies in the accounts of classroom
teachers who have had experience in this role (Bissex and Bullock, 1987;
Coswami and Stillman, 1987; Miller, 1990; Mohr and MacLean, 1987). Be-
sides promoting teacher ownership J f educational theory, classroom re-
search forces teachers to look closely at their own teaching and to view
it in new ways. Such professional reflection and analysis combats stagna-
tion because it requires a continual re-examination of teaching approaches
in a quest to find those that are most effective and root out those that
are ineffective. In addition, it provides a positive and nonthreatening
impetus for change in pedagogical techniques, builds a sense of commu-
nity with other teacher researchers (especially when results arc shared),
and empowers students by creating a classroom environment that en-
courages collaborative and cooperative learning.

Ideology Underlying Teacher Research

The argument for community college faculty as teacher-researchers
clearly alters the traditional role and perception of the classroom teacher
both inside and outside t'ae classroom and the college. Educational
researchers and school ethnographers are no longer the only groups creat-
ing, revising, and assessing educational theory and practice. Theyarc now

pitted (not excluded) by teacher-researchers who create and revise educa-
tional theory, assess the effect" of their own pedagogy on student learn-
ing, and ultimately own and control the theories that underlie classroom
practice. Through their classroom research, teacher-researchers seek and
achieve new and greater authority within their classrooms, their colleges,
and higher education as a whole.

liy becoming teacher- researchers with the support of college leaders,
the traditional roles of teachers and administrators are altered. As teacher-
researchers, community college faculty 1,;11 play a stronger, more impor-
tant, and necessary role within their respective colleges, particularly in
terms of assessment and strategic decisions concernhIg academic programs
and curricula. Teacher-conducted research, then, redefines not only the
role of the classroom teacher, but also the go% ernance model for the com-
munity college. In the final analysis, most answers to the question of why
faculty members should become teacher-researchers touch on the issue
of governance.

The Role of Teacher-Researchers

What does it mean for community college faculty members to become
teacher-researchers? The ramifications not only in ohe one's self-identity
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as a teacher, but also include the teacher-researcher's role in the class.
room and in the college as a whole. Finally, the underlying political ramifi-
cations must be acknowledged.

Teacher-Researcher Self-Identity

As discussed above, becoming a teaches- researcher may require faculty
members to perceive themselves in new ways. Community college faculty
who have previously viewed themselves as teachers, not researchers (par
ticularty when research is defined as basic research of the type that is corn-
moldy carried out at the university), may resist or misunderstand the
teacher-researcher role. As Mohr and MacLean (1987) acknowledge, be-
ginning teacher-researchers may at first experience a tension between the
roles of teaching and researching, particularly because they cannot dis-
tance themselves from the research. The actions and goals of the teacher
may at times conflict with the actions and goals of the researcher. ft iwtr
and MacLean argue, and the reports of teacher-researchers confirm, that
these conflicts are resolved as the teacher becomes more comfortable in
the role of teacher-researcher. Ultimately, as Bissex and Bullock (1987)
argue, a "teacher-researcher is not , a split personality but a more con
plele leacher" (p. 5).

Roles Within the Classroom

Becoming a teacherresearcher dso engenders a new model of teacher
and student behavior in the classroom. In the teacher-researcher's class.
room, education is no longer simply "an act of depositing, in which the
students are the depositories and the teacher is the depositor" (Freire,
1989, p. 58). Instead, teacher-researchers continually study the culture of
the classroom (Tinberg, 1990), inquire into the nature of their teaching
and into the scope of student learning (Odell, 1976, 1987), and assess their
own effectiveness (Cross and Angelo, 1988, 1989). In these classrooms, stu
dents are treated as equals and with respect. Their opinions are valued.
They are encouraged to become involved in the life of the classroom, to
realize their own potential, and to interact with other students through
collaborative learning. When this occurs, the classroom becomes a com-
munity of learners (Goswami and Stillman, 1987).

Roles Beyond the Classroom

The ramifications of teacher-conducted research extend beyond the
classroom, particularly for community college faculty. Although the pri
'nary purpose of classroom research is to enhance teaching and student
learning within specific classroom contexts, teacher-researchers should
be encouraged to share the results of their efforts with the larger profes
sional community. Several benefits will derive from this larger distribution.
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First, community college administrators will benefit by gaining access
to additional and essential information that will aid in curricular deci
sion making. Through the insights gained by describing and assessing class.
room pedagogy, faculty can play a larger role in strategic decisions con-
cerning teaching and learning. Increased faculty involvement in decision
making, however, will depend on the degree to which college administra-
tors reconceptualize the role of community college faculty in college gover-
nance and revise their definitions of research and scholarship. While such
changes may at first seem improbable, if not revolutionary, it is hearten-
ing to note that many college leaders, including those on the AACJC Com-
mission on the Future of Community Colleges (1988), endorse the teacher -

researcher role for faculty and support the related themes of student em-
powerment as active learners and of teacheresearcher involvement in
curriculum and program assessment.

Second, sharing results with other educators tnrough college seminars,
state and national conferences, and professional publications will help
establish a large body of classroom research studies that may be analyzed.
An accessible body of classroom research studies will allow teacher-
researchers to test the validity and reliability of their own research efforts.
As Mohr and MacLean (1987) state:

Through the specific nature of teacher-researchers' reports and the per-
sonal nature of their interpretations, other teachers and readers see the
generalizable "truths" that can be reliably interpreted as applicable in
their classrooms. No classroom setting with all its variables can be repli-
cated or controlled, but vth enough information and solid, explana-
tory analysis, readers may discover findings that do apply in their own
work with their own students (p. 64).

Third, sharing classroom research results with other educators will pro.
vide community college faculty with an opportunity to become part of
the larger community of scholars. Studies have consistently shown that
community college faculty have for too long been isolated from their
respective disciplines and colleagues in two year and four-year colleges
(Seidman, 1985). As teachers in a sector of higher education now enroll-
ing c'ose to 51 percent of all first-time college students and over 40 per-
cent of all undergraduates (AACJC Commission on the Future of Com-
munity Colleges, 1988), community college teacherresearchers should
have and can have a stronger voice in higher education.

Political Ramifications of Teacher Research

Calls for faculty to take on the teacheresearcher role are not without
political ramifications; as Berlin (1990) points out, the ideology underly-
ing the teacher-asresearcher movement stresses "democratization of
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authority" in education (p. 10). Teacher-researchers gain authority over
the educational theory that supports classroom practice. They gain a voice
inside the college through their active involvement in strategic decisions
concerning curricula, and they gain authority outside their colleges
through active involvement in their respective disciplines. Finally, students
in the classrooms of teacher-researchers pin authority by becoming ac-
tive participants and learners rather than passive consumers of facts. Ac-
cording to Berlin and to writers such as Aronowitz and Giroux (1985),
all of these outcomes, which strengthen teacher and student authority,
are counter to the ideology of many educational reformers who, in re-
sponse to the crisis in American education, suggest reforms that ignore
or weaken the authority of classroom teachers by imposing prepackaged
curricula that assume that all students iearn the same way in all classrooms.

Nowhere else in American higher education is the democratic ideal
more sought after than in the community college. But are community col-
leges truly democratic institutions? Yes and no, depending upon whom
you read. Certainly efforts to encourage community college faculty to be-
come teaches -researchers will go a long way to strengthen the democratic
ideal of the community college.

Developing Classroom Research Projects

There are teacherresearchers and teacher-research groups and projects
throughout the country. Currently the most notable project involving com-
munity college faculty is the Classroom Research Project headed by
K. Patricia Cross at the University of California, Berkeley (Cross and
Angelo, 1989). While the support such projects provide is helpful, there
are enough mates ials now a a:lable (and still more materials becoming
available) to assist community college faculty in their own classroom re-
search efforts.

1-low should community colleges go about starting a departmental or
campuswide classroom research project? The following list pros ides sever-
al ..:;ggestions.

34

Faculty im oh einem in the project should be voluntary, and faculty
should (if possible) receive some form of compensation.
A first-time classroom research project might be more manageable
and beneficial if three or four faculty members are selected from two
of three departments. Ultimately, it should be a college goal to inr
porate classroom research into the college's faculty development
activities.
The six to tw eh e project members should spend some time at the be-
ginning of the project reading and discussing the available material
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about classroom research. (Several of the items listed in the reference
section will be helpful.)
The classroom reseal ch model should include all three models of
teacher research described in Table Two.
Once a reseal ch question is formulated, the teacherresearchers should
read material related to their individual investigations.
Teacher-researchers should share their research findings with other
project members, with college administrators who make strategic de-
cisions concerning curricula, and with other colleagues both inside
and outside of the college.

Teaches reseal chin classroom research offers a new, exciting. and realis-
tic model of teaching to community colleges. It is teacher-centered, class-
room- based, and assessment-in tented. It pros ides community college
faculty with an opportunity to develop and apply pedagogical theory and

ms ith a means fin assessi their own teaching effectiveness. It encourages
faculty participation in strategic decisions concerning curricula, and it
promotes pi ofessional renewal by giv Mg faculty a sense of purpose, by
valuing what goes on in the classroom, and by building a sense of com-
munity with the largo community of scholars. All of these outcomes are
essential to the futm e elopment and success of community colleges.
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CHAPTER FIVE

Scholarship, the Transformation
of Knowledge, and
Community College Teaching

James L. Ratdiff

Community college educators take pride in their commitment to teach-
ing. They view the ideal faculty member as a concerned, dedicated,
and effective teacher. The emphasis of this vision is on how teaching

takes place, not on what is taught. Indeed, the teacher's expertise in a dis-
cipline's subject matter has until recently been trivialized, glossed over,
and even treated with hostility by those writing about community college
education.

The emphasis on method rather than content developed with the best
of intentions. But the result has been a static vision of teaching, a
diminished view of the transformation of subject expertise into ways of
knowing for students, and a slighting of scholarship as a source of renew
al and reinvigoration for community college faculty. Much of this over-
sight and antipathy originated during the second great growth period of
community colleges (1955-1975), when many of today's community col-
lege faculty were hired. During this time, college leaders often expressed
open hostiliq toward scholarship and the role of subject matter exper-
tise in the preservice education of twoyear college teachers. For exam-
ple, Garrison (1967) argued that preparation for scholarship is not the
same as preparation for teaching. O'Banion (1972) concurred, viewing
scholarship and subject matter expertise as potentially negative forces that
may cause faculty to enter community college teaching with "academic
biases which seem to conflict abruptly with their responsibility for teach
ing the common man" (p. 21).

Es en where no open hostility to scholarship existed, there was no clear
s ision of how faculty members should sustain an intellectual engagement
with their teaching fields. Although the American Association of Com-
munity and Junior Colleges (1969) called for rigorous graduate prepara-
tion in subject Ismael, the association pros ided no indication of what such
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graduate preparation should entail, why it was important, or what kind
of scholarly activity might be desirable for faculty after attaining the
master's degree. The leaders of community college in-service and graduate
preparation programs, usually housed in the education schools of univer-
sities, were no more articulate. While they agreed that a master's degree
was the appropriate minimum preparation for those teaching college-
parallel courses, they provided no dear indication of how subject matter
expertise and scholarship might contribute to the renewal and continued
professional development of faculty (Vaughan, 1989). As a result, the
master's degree became the standard credential for admission to the
profession. But the contribution of subject matter expertise, beyond that
of fodder for transmission of information to students, remained obscure.
A common wide' ly ing assumption was that if the faculty member was com-
petent iu Lorne), ing the subject matter and in understanding the specific
!canting needs, interests, and abilities of students, good teaching would
take place. Little heed was given to the nature of the subject matter to
be taught or to changes in the content and modes of inquiry in one's field
of study.

As commun:t; colleges move into the twenty-first century, the essential
link between disciphoary expertise and teaching effectiveness must be ac-
knowledged. This chapter examines the nature of the relationship between
the two and concludes with a discussion of implications for faculty develop-
ment within an institutioa dedicated to learning and scholarly inquiry.

The Curriculum as Knowledge

That which is taught in college is of necessity based on some body of
knowledge (Squires, 1990). This basic though often forgotten premise is
at the heart of what mediates scholarship, faculty renewal, and effective
teaching. Consider, for example, the following questions:

Flow do you deafly convey ideas to students?
1-low do you clearly convey ideas about the causes of the American
Civil War to students?

The questions are fundamentally dific rent. The second question inserts
a body of knowledge (American histor)) and a mode of inquiry (histori-
cal research) into the formulation of effective teaching. Similarly, "How
do you clearly cone) ideas about the causes of the American Civil War?"
is different from "1-low do you clearly convey the ideas of pitch and tone
in playing the v iolin?" The bod) of knowledge adds dimension, complex-
ity, and elegance to the task of teaching and to the talents required of
its practitioners. The vision of teaching without reference to what is to
be taught stultifies and ot et simplifies the teaching process (Shulman,
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1990). More importantly, it denies the importance of scholarship in good
teaching.

Despite the critical intersection between instructional methods and the
knowledge base, previous writers on community college instruction have
portrayed teaching as transferring knowledge (Cohen and Brawer, 1972;
Gleazer, 1968; O'Ban ion, 1972). It became popular in the 1960s and 1970s
to use Bloom's (1954) Taxonomy of Educational Objectives to place what is
to be learned on a linear plane from simple recall and understanding of
facts to the analysis, synthesis, and evaluation of knowledge, skills, and
abilities. See, for example, the League for Innovation's 1981 monograph,
Teaching in the Community College. This view of instruction as knowledge
transfer cast most curricula as a static set of facts to be consumed, under.
stood, and recalled by studen ts. The role of the discipline in mediating
instruction wert unmentioned.

Several attributes of the curriculum are ignored when teaching is viewed
as the transmission of knowledge. First, collegiate studies, be they in phys
ics or Spanish literature, involve the conceptualization and explanation
of people, phenomena, and ideas, not simply the memorization of facts.
Second, each collegelevel subject area has its own mode of inquiry and
its own way of organizing knowledge. Biologists learn a way of examin
ing phenomena that is quite different from the methods used by psycho!.
ogists. These modes of inquiry and analysisare not simply abstract quali
ties; they are valued by students, employers, and faculty as the hallmarks
of the intellectual contribution of the field of study to society as a whole.
Third, the knowledge base of a discipline does not remain static; it is cu
mutative or developmental in nature. Why is it that microeconomics,
macroeconomics, and quantitative methods of analysisare common core
subjects in the field of economics? Why does chemistry typically include
organic and inorganic courses? The answer to these questions is partly
attributable to the unique way in which the content and method of these
disciplines are organized to produce cumulative and developmental ef
fects on students. Teachers do not impart discrete facts; they help students
developon a stepby-step basisa knowledge base that will enable them
to employ specific modes of inquiry in interpreting and conceptualizing
the world around them.

Recognition of the theoretical or conceptual complexities of a subject,
its modes of inquiry and organization, and its cumulativeor developmental
nature elevates the enterprise of teaching; those whc would understand
this enterprise need more than teaching tips leading to the effective trans
mission of information. The teacher's task is to use the appropriate mode
of inquiry to represent the concepts, terms, and ideas of the knowledge
base. It is through this process of transforming the knowledge base that
learning occurs (Shulman 1990). Students acqu ire more than the salient
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dates and events pertaining to the Civil War; they also learn the major

social, economic, and political interpretations of how the war came about

and how different historians arrive at the various conclusions regarding

its origins. In short, students learn not only facts, but also ways of fram-

ing and conceptualizing those facts.
The transformation of knowledge, using concepts and modes of inquiry

that help students learn, is a challenging and worthy lifelong profession,
Such transformation, where the discipline mediates the pedagogy, elevates

teaching beyond the repeated transmission of knowledge that faculty mem-

bers learned while they were graduate students. It suggests a new and vi-

tal role for faculty de% elopment and faculty scholarshipscholarship that
involves sustained reflection, dialogue, and inquiry. Viewed in this light,

teaching becomes mole intellectually challenging than research, in which

modes of inquiry are applied to a discrete part of the knowledge base

in order to produce or test a new understanding, insight, or set of find-

ings. The teacher requires broader skills; he or she must devise represen-

tations of knowledge, concepts, and means of inquiry so that students can

comprehend, apply, and begin to utilize the range of perspectives, frames

of reference, and ways of problem sohi, g that are attendant to specific
disciplines. This view of teaching calls for continued intellectual engage-

mem in the field of study and suggests a clear link between subject mat-

ter scholarship and faculty vitality.

The Role of Difficult Concepts in Scholarship and Teaching

Once one acknowledges that the field of study mediates and adds defi-

nition to the teachinglearning process, then it follows that not all ideas

and skills within a field are equally easy to learn. For example, a recent

focus group of history faculty determined that while it was relatively easy

to teach particular events in history, it is more difficult to lead students
to an understanding of the concept of time itself and to an understand-
ing of how events can be placed in a historical context (Ratcliff, 1991b).

Shulman (1990) has suggested that the history of a field of study reveals

which concepts may be more demanding for students to grasp. For exam-

ple, the history of the development ofmathematics over the centuries re-

veals that the concepts of zero and negative numbers evolved over rela-

tively long periods of time, reflecting the fact that they arein relation
to other, more concrete conceptsmore difficult to understand. Is it no
wonder that students usually have more difficulty comprehending nega-

tive numbeis or the concept of zero than the principles of multiplication

or division?
If some concepts are more difficult for students to grasp than others,

it follows that faculty will have more difficulty teaching certain topics and
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concepts than others. The ability to teach relath ely Lifficult concepts de-
pends not only on the instructional methods used, but also on the insights
gained through scholarly inquiry into the evolution of those concepts. This
does not mean that community college faculty should imitate link ersity
faculty; scholarship may or may not ins °Is e experimental research and
publication. But regardless of the form scholarship takes, it should be dris-
en by an inquiry into how difficult concepts may be represented and trans-
limited in ways that make them understandable and meaningful to stu
dents. This is a logical, challenging, and critical role for faculty whose
primary role is teaching students in the first two years of college.

The Role of Socially Troublesome Topics

Troublesome topics also pose challenges to the classroom ludic'. Here
society, lather than the field of knowledge itself, has created ciumnstances
in which study of a topic takes on new meaning, mons ming new scholar-
ship and inquiry (Ratcliff, 1991a). It is the crucible-like nature of the cur-
riculum to place before students and scholars the unresolved issues of
out societybe they cis il rights, abortion, or warand subject them to
scrutiny outside the political and social contexts in which the) exist. Col-
lege curricula hate always taken up the politically charged issues of the
et a. With their close ties to the community, two -)car colleges are particu-
larly adept in seising as fonnns for issues of social ferment.

Study of the Vietnam War is a good example of a socially troubling topic.
Ilene disciplines such as history m political science render an order to
the examination of an issue that is ()them ise charged with emotion. Pike
(1985), fin example, urges the use of object's e social science inquiry to
weigh the conflicting interpretations of the war. In the wake of new histor-
ical information that sastly rev ises much of what anyoneleft, right, or
center knew about the war, he urges faculty to engage in scholarly reflec-
tion on this new information and to apply their conclusions to how the
war is conceptualiied and taught in the classroom. Similarly, Wilcox (1988)
ads mates the use of primary sources in teaching about the Vietnam War.
This approach, he maintains, encourages student questioning and discus-
sion of issues surrounding the war within a framework of discipline-guided
inquiry. Within this framework, the task of teaching is not merely to Imo
side a foundation of knowledge about the war, but also to help students
employ an academic discipline's tools as a means of generating thinking,
interpretation, and analysis.

Troublesome topics 1)1ing excitement, imagination, and motivation to
the faculty and students who study them. In stimulating disciplinary
scholarship they foster the evolution of the curriculum, shaping its tran-
sitional nature and underscoring the key relationship benszen curriculum
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and inquiry. Subjects or topics sanguine for one generation of students
may not be for the next. The coursework embodying troublesome topics
may enter the curriculum from the extracurriculum; these topics may re-
side in the curriculum for a decade or more and then may wane or disap-
pear as the topic's salience subsides. Ultimately a course on a socially trou-
bling topic may be discontinued for lack of student lemand or may
migrate to the secondary school curriculum as examine ion of the topic
becomes more widespread.

Toward an Enhanced Vision of Teaching and Scholarship

Clearly, academic disciplines play a vital role in scholarly inquiry. They
teach people ways of knowing and ways of examining issues, events, and
phenomena. Faculty who learn a discipline learn more than facts; they
learn the values, norms, and modes of inquiry attendant to a particular
field of study (Big lan, 1973a, 1973b). From this perspective, there is much
that is literal about the term "discipline." Disciplines habituate and or-
der our thinking; they provide frames of reference for viewing problems.
Most importantly, they guide how we transform our knowledge of the field
of study into representations that students can understand and from which
they can learn different ways of viewing a situation. Disciplines provide
us with the knowledge base and the tools for critical review and analysis.
These tools are particularly important in understanding and teaching
topics that are relatively difficult to comprehend or that raise particular-
ly troublesome social issues.

Recognizing the key role of the discipline leads to a recognition of the
symbiotic relationship between teaching and scholarship. As Vaughan
(1988) reminds us, scholarship and teaching are inseparable: "The dis-
cipline and thinking required to be a scholar sham -pens the critical skills
of the individual. It is only through critical review and analysis that we
as colleges and as individuals can formulate positions on the issues of the
day and in turn interpret these issues to our students" (p. 9). Through
scholarship we come to recognize that what we teach is based on a body
of knowledge with theoretical and conceptual elements. These facets of
the knowledge base sustain both the interest in and the importance of
the discipline or field of study. They also shape the act of teaching itself.

The importance of discipline-specific scholarship, however, is rarely
recognized by community college leaders, who continue to structure in-
service education for faculty around campus-based workshops on instruc-
tional techniques or "the community college philosophy" (Cohen and
Brawer, 1989). This is contrary to the real needs of faculty, who want
professional development in then teaching fields. It also turns a blind
eye to the important role disciplinary debates play in collegiate life. Rather
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than viewing disciplinary scholarship as a threat to the role of the coin.
munity college teacher, administrators should embrace the notion of
scholarship and embody the expectation of continuous professional renew
al in the subject matter within the ethic of the learning community. Several
steps can be taken to accomplish this:

Those planning professional development programs should recognize
that difficult concepts and socially troubling topics have a direct bear.
ing on teaching effectiveness. Teacher evaluation forms and student
ratings of instruction need to be revised accordingly. Faculty dialogue,
development, and scholarship need to give focus to the concepts, is.
sues, and topics most difficult for students to learn.
A department or division can schedule a monthly sminar, with faculty
suggesting the topic. Because the interaction of faculty and students
outside the classroom contributes to retention (Pascarella and Teren
zini, 1991), these seminars should be open to students as well.
Divisions structured around related disciplines (rather than single.
discipline departments) will also help. Such configurations are ideal
for ferreting out the different frames of reference each discipline
brings to the understanding of concepts, phenomena, and issues.
Finally, a certain proportion of faculty development funds should be
set aside for participation in discipline-based professional meetings.
Because content mediates pedagogy in effective teaching, faculty need
the opportunity and encouragement to engage the field of study, to
explore the ( merging paradigms of inquiry within their field, and to
learn what their colleagues are thinking and how they are teaching
in other institutional environments.

Faculty involvement in disciplinary associations will be particularly dif
ficult to achieve. Such disciplinary associations tend to be dominated by
research university faculty, and the programs often focus on research
rather than teaching. This will always be the case until community col.
lege faculty are enabled to be full and active participants in associations
representing the fields of study they teach. Each community college should
set a goal of having several faculty members in leadership positions in
disciplinary associations. These organizations can be used to enrich the
college curriculum, faculty development, and the quality and currency
of instruction.

Conclusion

The field of study plays a fundamental role in the renewal of commit.
nity college faculty. New knowledge is not necessarily generated from re
search alone. It comes from new sy n theses and analyses of the knowledge

1,- 1
7 .1.
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base of the field of study. By thinking about the teaching process and how
to convey, represent, and explore difficult concepts and troublesome
topics, we generate new ideas, conceptualizations, and approaches with
in the field of study. Engagement in the literature of the discipline en
riches teaching and stimulates a culture of inquiry that we so desperately
seek in our college classrooms.
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CHAPTER SIX

The Scholarly Activities of
Community College Faculty:
Findings of a National Survey

James C. Palmer

How active are community college faculty members in scholarly work
outside of classroom teaching? Few national surveys have addressed
this question, and those that do usually analyze scholarship from the

perspective of research and publication. For example, Cohen and Brawer
(1977) assessed, among other constructs, the "research orientation" of coin-
'nullity college humanities faculty, determining that only a minority had
published at some point during their careers or had applied for research
grants from outside agencies. A more recent survey conducted by the
Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching (1989) came to
the predictable finding that four-year college faculty were more likely than
two-year college faculty to view research (rather than teaching) as their
primary interest and to have received research grants over the past twelve
months. The U.S. Department of Education provided corroborating
evidence in its 1988 survey of faculty, noting that four-year college faculty
spend considerably more time per v zek on research than two-year college
faculty; the latter, however, spend more time per week on teaching than
the former (Russell and others, 1990). Finally, a national survey conducted
(luring the 1989-90 academic year by UCLA's Higher Education Research
Institute found that two-year college faculty were less likely than four-year
college faculty to publish and to view research as an essential or impor-
tant part of their work (Astin and others, 1991).

These findings reflect the negligible role assigned to published re-
search in the community college mission. But they say little about the
contributions community college faculty make within the broader frame
work of scholarship posited by Vaughan at the beginning of this mono-
graph. Though it may be conceded that relatively few community col-
lege faculty are published resemchers, little is known about the degree
to which faculty produce othei scholarly products that are rooted in
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the kno%% ledge of one's discipline and that are open to the et iticism of
others.

In order to understand facility scholarship %%ithin this broader context,
George Mason Unix sky's Centel for Community College Education, %% ith
assistance from the National Council tot Instructional Administrators, an
AACJC-affiliated council, surveyed a national sample of faculty members
at public community, technical, and junior colleges. Conducted in the
spring of 1991, the sun e) solicited information related to five questions.

What propoi don of the faculty engage in scholai I) projects along the
broad lines defined by Vaughan?
What types of projects are faculty most likely to engage in?
In %...rry ing out these projects, what suppot t do faculty receive, if any,
from their institutions and their colleagues?
In the opinion of faculty menthers, %%hat at c the factors that limit their
ability to work on these projects?
flo%% do faculty feel about the tole out-of class scholarship plays in
their professional lives?

The sun e) methodology (detailed in the appendix to this monograph)
::as designed to Clm sample full time facult) and those teaching the liberal
arts and sciences (as opposed to those teaching vocational or technical
fields). Usable respo uses %%et c leeched floin 810 randomly selected faculty
members at 101 randomly selected colleges (See Table One for a profile
of the espondents). The follo%%ing pages outline major findings and con
elude ::ith a discussion of implications for college leaders seeking to create
an institutional culture that encourages faculty in theit scholarl) endeas ors.

Faculty Involvement in Scholnrship

Adhering to the biotic' definition of scholarship proposed by Vaughan
(1988), the sun e) instrument listed at :vide an I a) of products that may be
shat cd %% ith others and that ostensibly require those %% ho produce them
to have a solid wounding in their fields of stud). Respondents to the sin

%me asked to indicate Inn% many of each the) had completed during
the past mo )cats. These products can be placed in seen broad categories:

Conference papers

Publimlions, including books, jour nal articles, published rev ie%%s of crea-
the %%orks, editorials of op-ed pieces, chapters in edited ohnnes, and
published textbooks
&Wm timid male) ids, including instructionaltional soft %%at c and unpublished
textbooks of !canting guides that are used by colleagues (and not
simply in one's own classes)
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Table One

Characteristics of Survey Respondents (n =840)

Respondents
Part.Time

Respondents

Gender
Male 65% 52%
Female '15% 48%

Age
Under 30 7%
30-44 35% 44%
45-54 42% 24%
55-64 19% 17%
65 or over 1%

Highest Degree Earned
Associate 2% 2%
Bachelor's 8% 20%
Master's 67% 61%
Ph.D. 16% 9%
Ed.D. 4% 4%
Other 4%

Subject -)f Highest Degree
Arts and Sciences 54% 48%
Education 22% 15%
Vocationalffechn ical 24% 3%
Other 0% 4%

Years Teaching at the Community College Level
Less than One Year 2% 12%
1-2 Years 5% 18%
3-4 Years 9% 18%
5-10 Years 20% 24%
11-20 Years 33% 19%
Over 20 Years 29% 8%

Note: 73 percent of the respondents s% e full time fault) members,
25 percent were parttime faculty members.
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Research or technical 'ports that are disseminated internally to the col-
lege or to other clients
community informational materials, such as brochures or pamphlets that
are designed for the general public or to help area businesses improve
operations
Exhibits or performances in the fine arts
Technical innovations, such as a patented invention, a new technology
for use in the operation of a business on industry, or computer soft-
ware designed for noniastructional purposes
Other products (the respondents were asked to d2scribc other scholar-
ly products they have completed but that do not fall into any of the
categories listed above)

Gi% en the wide array of products listed on the surrey instrument, most
respondents found at least one that op.:lied to their own scholarly work.
Eighty-six percent of the full-time respondents and 75 percent of the part-
time respondents indicated that they had produced at least one of these
products during the past two ye Ars. Among full timers, the median num-
bel of products completed pen faculty member was fi%e; among part timers,
the median number was six.

What is the nature of this work? Because respondents were not asked
to describe the scholarly products they completed, the surrey provides only
a rough picture of the types of scholarly work community college faculty
engage in. The products most often completed by the respondents are the
traditional standbys of academe: papers deli%ered at professional confer-
ences (completed by 55 percent of the full-time faculty and 51 percent of
the part time faculty) and publications (completed by 36 percent of the full-
timers and 29 percent of the part-timers). Instructional materials to be used
by colleagues were a close third (34 percent of the full timers and 23 percent
of the part-timers), followed by research or technical reports (28 percent of
the full-timers and 14 percent of the part timers), community informational
materials (23 percent of the full timers and 20 percent of the part-timers),
exhibits on performances in the fine arts (16 percent of the full-timers and
20 percent of the part timers), .Intl technical hums ations (12 percent of the
fulltimers and 15 percent of the parttimers).

Are some faculty members more likely than others to engage in schol-
arly work outside of tl,e classroom? Not if one looks across the broad cate-
gories of products listed on the surrey instrument (Table Two). For ex-
ample, the proportion of full-time faculty indicating that they hme
completed at least one of these products ho% ers at approximately 85 to
90 percent regardless of teaching field (liberal arts o, ocath alltechni
cal fields), highest degi ee earned (master's on doctorate), the subject area
of that degree (libel al .ants, education, An %motional/technical fields), the
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Table Two
Proportion of Full-Time Faculty Completing at Least One Scholarly Pra luct,
by Se laded Charaderistics

% Completing

At Least One None

All Faculty 86% 14%

By Teaching Field
Liberal Arts & Sciences 85% 15%
Vocational/Technical 87% 13%

By Highest Degree Earned
Master's 85% 15%
Doctorate 90% 10%

By Field of Highest Degree
Liberal Arts & Sciences 85% 15%
Education 85% 15%
Vocational/Technical 88% 12%

By Year Highest Degree Was Earned
1974-1991 87% 13%
1973 or Earlier 85% 15%

B) Years Teaching Experience at the Community College Level
0-10 Years 83% 17%
11 or More Years 87% 13%

By Gender
Male 86% 14%
Female 84% 16%

By Age
Under 30 85% 15%
30-44 85% 15%
45-54 88% 12%
55-64 82% 18%
65 or Older 90% 10%
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year in which the degree was earned, the number of years of teaching ex-
perience at the community college level, gender, or age.

Yet, w hen one looks within categories, it becomes el idcnt that some
faculty are inure iikely to produce co min types of scholarly products than
others. These variances arc quite predictable. For example, data in Table
Three suggest that those teaching the liberal arts and sciences arc more
likely to hat c published (11 percent) than those teaching in ocationalltech
nical fields (28 pet Len h. Voeationalitechnical faculty, how cc cr, are much
more likely than their coil cag,ues in the arts and sciences to hal e worked
on insu uctional mate ills (43 per cent lei sus 30 percent) or technical in
nol dhotis (21 per cent lei sus 7 pet e cut). A similar pattern emerges w hen
one Lunn asts the scholarly coot k of those who hold degrees in the liberal
arts and sciences on the one hand and those who hold degt ces in education
ot in locationalkeelmital acas on the whet (Table rotn). The former
ale mot c likely to publish and less likely te work on educational materials,
technical intimations, and community informational materials. Finally,
the ty pc of deg' ec one holds also comes into play (Table File). Almost
5() percent holding a (lotto! ate hale published, compared to only 36
pci cent of those holding the masto 's deg' cc. In addition, doctoral deg' cc
'Adel s ate nun e likely to hal c pr educed icseal ch cm technical lepoi is
than master's dew CV hUld CI S. Those holding the master's degt ee, on the

Table Three

Percent of Full-Time Respondents Completing One or Dare Scholarly Products
During the Past Two Years, by Teaching Field and Type of Product

54

% Who Have Completed

Full:Hine Faculty Who Teach:

Liberal Arts
and Sciences

Vocational)
Technical

Fields

Any Scholarly Product 85% 87%
Conference Papers 57% 51%
Publications 41% 28%
Instructional Materials 30% 43%
Rescarch/Technical Reports 27% 29%
Community In formational

Materials 20% 29%
Exhibits, Perl'ormances in

Fine Arts 20% 8%
'Technical Innovations 7% 21 %
Other Products 19% 18%
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Table Four

Percent of Full-Time Respondents Completing One or More Scholarly Products
During the Past Two Years, by Subject of Highest Degree and Type of Product

Subject of Highest Degree Held

% Who Hare Completed

Any Scholarly Product
Conference Papers
Publications
Instructional Materials
Research/Technical Re'ports
Community Informational

Materials
Exhibits. Performances in

Fine Arts
Technical Innovations
Other Products

Liberal Arts
and Sciences Education

Vocational/
Technical

85% 85% 88%
58% 55% 46%
41% 28% 32%
30% 42% 38%
98% 1% 27%

10% 27% 26%

18% 15% 9%
0% 14% 17%

18% 19% 10%

Table Five

Percent of Full-Time Respondents Completing One or More Scholarly Products
During the Past Two Years, by Level of Highest Degree Held and Type of Product

% Who I lave Completed

highest Degree Held

Master's Doctorate

Any Scholarly Product 85% 00%
Conference Papers 56% 61%
Publications 36% 40%
Instructional Materials 37% 29%
Research/Technical Reports 99% 38%
Community Informational

Materials 26% 17%
Exhibits, Performances in

Fine Arts 18% 7%
Technical Innovations 12% 9%
Other Products 17% 26%
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other hand, are more likely than those holding the dc ctorate to work on
instructional materials or community informational materials.

Other variances emerged when findings were compared by gender (Table
Six). For example, women are less likely than men to publish but more
likely than men to attend conferences. The reasons for these variances
are a matter of speculation. Part of the explanation for the variance in
the rate of publication may lie in the fact that women are less likely than
men to hold a doctorate (14 percent versus 22 percent, respectively). But
this seems to be counterbalanced by the fact that men are more likely to
teach vocatienal/technical subjects than women (59 percent versus 49 per-
cent respectively). Perhaps family commitments come into play; 34 percent
of the women responding to the survey, as opposed to 21 percent of the
men, indicated that time required for family esponsibilities was a factor
that limited their scholarly work.

But w hate% er the reason:., academic factors remain important variables.
The differences emerging in the types of scholarly products completed
by those with a doctorate and those with a master's degree and by those
in the liberal arts and sciences and those in vocational/technical fields ap-
ply to both men and women (See Tables Seven and Eight). Among men
teaching on a full time basis, for example, those who had published were
more likely to hold a doctorate or to teach in the liberal arts and sciences
than those who did not. On the other hand, men who taught vocational/
technical fields o u ho held the master's degree as the highest credential
were more likely to have worked on instructional materials. The same pat
ton holds fo u omen. Regal dies of gende, the traditions of one's aca-
demic backgmnd and teaching discipline help guide scholarly work,
diffei en tiating, pat titularly, between thus( who ale more likely to publish
on the cum hand and those who ale more likely to engage in less traditional

Table Six
Percent of Full-Time Respondents Completing One or More Scholarly Products
During tie Past Two Years, by Gender and Type of Product

56

1,Vho Have Completed Women

Conference Papers -,, r,i, 1, 60%
Publications 10% 30%
Instructional Materials 36% 32%
Researc/Technical Reports 3O %'%, 24%
Community Informational Materials 23% 2390
Exhibits, Performances in Fine Arts 18% 121'i,

Technical Innovations 14% 9'1
Other Products 18% 2r,
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Told' Sevin
['wont of Full-Tinto, Mali Respondents Completing One or More Scholarly Products
During the Past Two Yours, by Selected Characteristics

By Teaching Field
Liberal Arts
and Sciences

Vocatioral/
Technical

Conference Papers 54% 49%
Publications 44% 32%
Instructional Materials 30% 45%
Research/Technical Reports 30% 32%
Community Informational Materials 21% 28%
Exhibits, Performances in Fine Arts 21% 12%
Technical Innovations 7% 24%
Other Products 19% 17%

By Level of Highest Degree
Doctorate Master's

Conference Papers 59% 54%
Publications 48% 40%
Instructional Materials 30% 37%
Research/Technical Reports 40% 29%
Community Informational Materials 18% 17%
Exhibits, Performances in Fine Arts 8% 21 %
Technical Innovations 10% 15%
Other Products 21% 17%

By Subject of Highest Degree
Liberal Arts Vocational/
and Sciences Education Technical

Conference Papers 65% 49% 46%
Publications 44% 28% 39%
Instructional Materials 30% 42% 43%
ResearchfIechnical

Reports 29% 29% 34%
Community Informational

Materials 22% 25% 25%
Exhibits, Performances in

Fine Arts 19% 20% 12%
Technical Innovations 10% 15% 20%
Other Products 20% 14% 16%
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Table Eight
Percent of Full-Time, Female Respondents Completing One or More Scholarly Products

During the Past Two Years, by Selected Characteristics

By Teaching Field
Liberal Arts
and Sciences

Vocational/
Technical

Conference Papers 62%
Publications 36%
Instructional Materials 29%
ResearchlTechnical Reports 22%
Community Informational Materials 17%
Exhibits, Performances in Fine Arts 18%
Technical Innovations 6%
Other Products 20%

56%
22%
38%
27%
'34%

5%
14%
20%

By Level of Highest Degree
Doctorate Master's

Conference Papers 70%
Publications 50%
Instructional Materials 24%
Research/Technical Reports 30%
Community Informational Materials 14%
Exhibits, Performances in Fine Arts 4%
Technical Innovations 7%
Other Products 40%

60%
29%
35%
22%
25%
13%
8%
17%

By Subject of Highest Degree
Liberal Arts

and Sciences Education
Vocational/
Technical

Conference Papers 63% 63 %.
Publications 34% 27%
Instructional Materials 30% 41%
Research/Techn ical

Reports 26% 30%
Community Informational

Materials 15% 31%
Exhibits, Performances in

Fine Arts 16% 8%
Technical In novat ions 7% 12%
Other Products 26% 27%

49%
27%
27%

15%

31%

6%
10%
23%
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scholarly work, such as the do el opment of instructional materials or tech-
nical innovations.

Support Received by Faculty

The questionnaire also asked respondents to check off, from a list of
several items, the types of support that they received from their institu-
tions while won king on out-of class scholarly projects (Table Nine). Twenty-
so en percent of the full time faculty and 50 percent of the part-time faculty
who had comr.'aed one or more scholarly products indicated that they
received no support at all. When faculty did receive support, it was more
likely to be in the form of collegial assistance rather than monetary out-
lay. Fol example, the items most frequently checked off by full-time faculty
were encouragement from faculty colleagues (37 percent), encouragement
from the dis ision than (37 percent), and encouragement from the dean
(33 percent); 18 percent cited encouragement from the president. More
tangible support, though less frequently cited, was also received by the
faculty: computer time and equipment (a category checked off by 18

Table Nine
Institutional Support Received by Faculty for Work on Scholarly Products

Faculty
PartTime

Faculty

% Indicating that They Ilave Received:
Encouragement from Faculty

Colleagues 37% 26%
Encouragement from Division Chair 37% 25%
Encouragement from Dean 33% 12%
Encouragement from President 18% 6%
Computer Time or Equipment 18% 9%
Release Time or Sabbatical 16% 3%
Financial Support (Excluding Salary) 15% 6%
Student Assistant 9% 2%
Other 6% 5%
Help from Institutional Research

Office 5% 4%
No Help at All 27% 50%

Note: Percentages refer only to those respondents who indicated that
they had produced at least one scholarly product during the past
two years.
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percent of the full time faculty members); release time or sabbatical lease
(16 percent); financial support, excluding salary (15 percent); student as-
sistants (9 percent); and help from the institutional research office (5
percent).

These findings are encouraging, suggesting that collegial relationships
have the potential to compensateat least partiallyfor the lack of
resources available to support faculty scholarship. This collegiality was
underscored by the penciled-in conunents of some respondents who noted
that although they had received no support from the institution for their
scholarly work, they were sure that some support would have been forth-
coming had they only asked for it. On the other hand, others didn't feel
they w ere working in a collegial environment at all. One respondent scrib-
bled, -This college doesn't give a damn!" Similar sentiments were ex
pressed by others, though in a less bitter vein. For example, one respon-
dent w rote that "administrators place no s clue on independent scholarly
research, waiting. or publication; creativity or initiative are not impor-
tant or encouraged at any institution." The fact remains that some faculty
members feel then institutions welcome their scholarly work, while others
feel their institutions are indifferent or hostile to it.

Barriers to Faculty Scholarship

The stirs ey instrument also asked respondents to check off, from a list
of several items, the factors that pose the most formidable barriers to the
completion of out-of class scholarly products at the community college.
Some of these items dealt with time constraints due to teaching loads,
family commitments, ol outside job or volunteer responsibilities (items
, 3, 5, (3, and 8 in Table Ten). Others dealt with remuneration, that is,

with the way colleges reimburse faculty andmore importantlyfor what
(items 2. 4, 7, and 9 in Table Ten). Thus, this part of the questionnaire
was designed to answel the following question: Do faculty view constraints
on then time as the most formidable barrier to work on scholarship, or
do they slew the limited financial support then colleges provide for these
actis ities and the limited extent to which colleges reward these actin hies
as the most formidable barriers?

The respondents indicated that both were problems, though limited
time was an met riding concern. Most of the full-time faculty (61 percent)
cited the obvious: "Teaching takes up too much time." Partimers were
more likely to cite the time constraints posed by obligations outside of
the college; 44 percent of the part time respondents cited the time required
by °the' jobs, and 36 percent cited the time constraints caused by family
commitments. Interestingly, the more scholarly products the respondent
had completed, the less likely he or she was to cite time as a problem and
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Table Ten

Faculty Opinions Concerning Factors that Limit Ability to Work an Scholarly Products

Full Time
Faculty

Part.Thne
Faculty

% Indicating:
1)Teaching Takes Up Too Much

Time 01% 30%
2) College Provides Little or No

Financial Help 45% 41 %
3) AdvisinglWork with Students

Outside of Class Takes Up Too
Much Time 32% 12%

4) Scholarship Outside of Teaching
Will Not Improve My Rank or
Salary 31% 24%

5) AdministrativelConunittee Work
Takes Up Too Much Time 28% 7%

0) Family Commitments Take Up
Too Much Time 26% 36%

7) Administrators Do Not Encourage
or Recognize Scholarship 22% 16%

8) Work Outside of College Takes
Up Too Much Time 9% 44%

9) Union Contract Does Not Make
Provision for Scholarly Work 8% 3%

the more likely he 01 she was to cite remuneration policies and the ex-
pectations of the college. I'm example, of the full time respondents who
checked off two 01 more items related to remuneration, 46 percent had
published at least once during the past two years. But of those full-time
respondents w ho checked no items related to remuneration and who cited
time constraints exclusi% ely, only 26 percent had published during the
past two years. Ob% Musty those who ha% e found time to work on scholar
ly products are less likely to see time as a problem; and, having invested
quite a bit of their time in scholarly ork, they are probably more keenly
aware of the extent to which that w ark has or has not been rewarded by
the college.

Though some faculty manage to maintain a producti% e schedule of
scholarly work outside of teaching, others find that the time constraints
posed by Ilea% y teaching loads take theh toll. In unsolicited comments,
many respondents emphasized the imposing burdens born by teachers
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who face 150 01 more students pc' semester, many of whom have defi-
ciencies in the basic skills. Sonic commented th,a the work-a-day grind
is intellectually debilitating. Foi example, a philosophy instructor with
several years' experience wrote that "the problem with the community
college is we teach too muchrepeat oursek es too often and don't have
enough time and energy to refuel." Another respondent noted that after
y ears of teaching fit e courses pc' term, including summers, he had "got
ten out of the habit of being scholarly." Foi many faculty members, though
not all, time Lutist' dints posed by Ilea%) teaching loads stifled intellectual
life, making it nun c difficult for faculty to remain acthe scholars as they
progress through their careers.

Faculty Attitudes Toward Scholarship

I finally, how do the faculty feel about the role out of- class, scholarship
plays in their professional Ines? In the surrey, respondents were asked
to indicate their agi cement of disagi cement w ith the following statement:
"Working on st holain products such as those listed callici in this stint!)
instrument trill improt e my teaching effectk eness." Of the full-time
respondents. 73 pc' cent agreed, IS potent disagi eed, and II percent in
(hutted that they tt cren't sure. Responses were sintilat fur pal t timers. T..
pc' cent agreed, 11 pm cent disagreed; and 11 pet cent indicated that they
act en't sure. Anothei item asked the respondents to indicate their agi ce
meat of disagreement with the statement that "community college faculty
should not be iequii ed by their colleges to mock on scholarly products
such as those listed cailiei in this questionnaire." Responses to this ques-
tion were not so lopsided; 18 percent disagreed, 33 percent agreed; and
17 pc' cent iespondcd that they tt ct e not sine. Responses from part timers
wci e ILA crsed. 30 patent disagiced with the statement. I9 pct cent agreed,
and 16 percent mete not sure. Though the faculty it:cognize the %Atte of
icmaining auk c in scholarship, many especially full time instructors
are reluctant to %lett it as a collecti e, professional responsibility or as
alequisite of employ men t. Stkcial of the respondents noted in the meat
gins that though thch institutions should encourage faculty work on schol
arty products, such works should not be required.

The %lett of scholarship as a personal and optional endeaun radio than
as a professional icquisite was emphasized in the respondents' ittcn
comments. Foi example, one msti uctoi tt ith a lengthy publications record
indicated that while "lack of recognition from the college 'hurts,' , I'm
doing all this wr iting for the el) best reason (I want to), and neither ten
me. lank, nor salary is dependent upon publication." To this respondent,
the time constraints and fiscal limitations that come w ith work at a coin
nitwit) college mete de% ant as far as his scholarship was concerned.
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The implication was that while he valued the importance of scholarship,
he also valued his freedom from the publish-or-perish atmosphere of the
universi ty. This freedom, he implied, made scholarship at the community
college a labor of love and not a matter of coercion.

The distinction between voluntary scholarship and the forced produc-
tion of scholarship was highlighted by the comments of another respon-
dent who expressed dismay at the little regard his college has for faculty
efforts to publish. "Active hostility [toward publication]," he wrote, "is
found not only within the administration, but also among faculty mem-
bers who seem to associate research and publication with all that is evil
in the university system." The ideal institutional culture, he continued,
would be one that encouraged faculty publication without demanding it:
"I would not like to be forced to publish, but I am very angry at the lack
of toleration for those who do."

Implications

A brief sttney cannot do full justice to the topic of scholarship and the
ways faculty view their scholarly lives. The comments that some faculty
respondents wrote on the questionnaire showed that the survey barely
scratched the surface of a tempestuous issue. Some faculty feel strongly
that they should be more involved in the production of scholarly products
and that community colleges should encourage this work. One respon
dent, conceding that "teaching is our main function at the community
college," deplored the limited support and recognition he received from
his college for his scholarly efforts: "I think it is dangerousalmost anti-
intellectualto not support written or other work that has been adjudi-
cated by outside publishers and sources." Other faculty arc leery of calls
for attention to out of class scholarship, fearful that their contributions
as teachers will be under allied. For example, a political science instruc
for noted that "...thc obvious must be stated: the principal mission of
a two year community college is to leach. I am here in large part because
I consider that mission to be %Mid. important, and satisfying." Another
respondent concurred, seeing in the suney an endorsement of the publish-
orerish philosophy:

The gist of your instrument rubs at a sore in my educational philoso-
phy. Your stated items equate "scholarly" with publishing, be it soft,
ware, papers, books, etc. This represents the traditional "publish-or-
perish" syndrome. Somewhere in )out research it must be recognized
[and] factored into your results that our scholarly activities arc di-
rected toward other ends. rot years on end I have reviewed books
to use as texts. Many are just plain bad. Many are outrageously priced
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if they are good. This is what has forced me into writing [and] pub.
lishing the materials that I have for classroom use. The objective, how-
ever, is what will help my students vs. my publishing something.

Clearly, scholarship at the community college is a touchy issue. No sur-
vey can capture all nuances of this topic, and much more needs to be done
to understand the professional roles community college faculty play as
scholars. ITonetheless, the survey findings, however limited, lead to several
tentative conclusions.

First, if scholarship is defined broadly along the lines suggested by
Vaughan, and not limited solely to original research, then it appears that
most community college facultyperhaps 80 percent of those employed
on a full-time basisare actively engaged in the production of works that
are of Potential scholarly value. What these works are precisely and how
they col dement teaching are questions that cannot be answered through
a brief questionnaire. It is not possible, for example, to determine if the
products developed by the survey respondents were actually subject to
the criticism of peers or if the dLvelopment of these products required
the systematic application of a substantial body of knowledge. Nonethe-
less, the survey findings suggest that college efforts to encourage faculty
scholarship can be built on what faculty are already doing. This can be
accomplished by providing forums that allow faculty to share the results
of their scholarly work and that provide the college with a mechanism
for recognizing and rewarding this work.

Second, college leaders need to articulate a broad definition of scholar-
ship an" ssure faculty that an institutional emphasis on scholarship will
not be c instructed within a publish- or- p'rish framework and will not com-
pete with classroom teaching. Despite the wide variety of scholarly
products listed in the survey instrument, many respondent: reacted nega-
tively to it, equating calls for scholarship with demands that faculty main-
tain a strong publications record. This reaction is understandable, given
the long association of scholarship with original research undertaken at
the university. But unless faculty understand that publishable research
is simply one form of scholarship, they may resent and resist efforts to
encourage scholarly work. Scholarship will not flourish if it is not
understood.

Third, it should be recognized that work on scholarly products will not
take the same form for all faculty members. Some will write for publication,
while others will concentrate on less traditional projects. Much will depend
on ono's academic background and teaching discipline. College effort.,
to encourage scholarship should be structured at the departmental loci
with input from dig ision chairs and faculty. Though all can be held to
the same standard of excellence, cad. should Le free to pursue a wide
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variety of projects. This is consistent with the broad definition ofscholar
ship put forward by Vaughan.

Fourth, encouragement and support among colleagues is an extremely
important determinant of faculty work on scholarly products at commu
nity colleges. While university faculty look to professional encouragement
from colleagues across the country who specialize in the same subject areas,
this is not usually the case for community college instructors, who must
often seek collegial support from within the institution. While many
respondents indicated that they had received such support, especially from
fellow instructors, the division chair, and the academic dean, others indi-
cated that they received no support at all. Clearly, college leaders and
faculty themselves have a role to play in assessing the degree to which
scholarship is welcome and encouraged within their institutional cultures.

Finally, the task ofbringing scholarship foursquare into the professional
lives of faculty will not be accomplished by simply adding the develop.
went of scholarly products to the list of things faculty have to do. Many
faculty will resent this, especially if additional compensation is not forth.
coming. Scholarship is not a matter for the personnel office. It is a func-
tion of the institutional culture and will flourish best if that culture helps
faculty pursue scholarship as a labor of love. While the issues of work-
load and compensation cannot be ignored, much can be accomplished
by encouraging, recognizing, and valuing the scholarly work community
college faculty already do.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

Additional Resources on
Faculty Scholarship at
Community Colleges

Diane Hirshberg

Asmall body of literature, cited below, addresses the issue of faculty
scholarship at community, technical, and junior colleges. Most writ-
ings call for an increased emphasis on scholarship within the institu-

tional culture of the two year college, pointing out the need to complement
teaching h scholarly inquiry. Many suggest ways in which scholarship
can be encouraged and rewarded.

The citations in this chapter are listed in two sections. The first section
includes references to ERIC documents (marked with "ED" numbers). Most
ERIC documents can be read on microfiche at more than 800 libraries
%%with% ide. In addition, most may be ordered on microfiche or paper copy
(at cost of reproduction and mailing) from the ERIC Document Reproduc-
tion Seri ice (EDRS). The second section includes citations for journal ar-
ticles. These articles arc not al, ailable through ERIC and must be obtained
through i egular library channels.

For a list of libraries in your area that house ERIC microfiche docu-
ments, an EDRS order form, or for more information about ERIC products
and sere ices, please contact the ERIC Clearinghouse for junior Colleges
at (213) 825-3931. The ERIC Clearinghouse also weIrnues your writings
for possible inclusion in the ERIC data base. Send two copies to:

ERIC. Clearinghouse for junior Colleges
UCLA, 8118 Math-Sciences Building,
405 Hilgard Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90024

Part I: ERIC Documents

Bell, Stephen. "Research Activities of Community College Faculty. Experience al
the Ontario colleges of Applied Arts and Technology." Paper presented at the 3001
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Annual Forum of the Association for Institutional Research, Louisville, KY,, May
13-16, 1990. 26 pp. (ED 321 695)

A sample of se% en colleges was chosen for a study on the research ac-
ti% ities of community college faculties in Ontario. Faculty (n = 394 out
of a possible 865) were asked to indicate how often they participated in
22 different research acti%ities and how characteristic these activities were
of their role as community college faculty. The primary interest of the
study was to determine the structure underlying the data to see whether
community college faculty were using the university definition of what
constitutes research (publishing) as a basis for defining their research role
as compared to a broader definition of what constitutes research in the
community college ens n omnent (applied expertise). Results showed that
a small core of community college faculty were engaged in traditional
unhersity research aim ities such as re% iew ing proposals for funding agen-
cies, publishing ot editing books and monogi aphsmd delis eri lig papers
to professional society meetings. Community college faculty were, how-
e% et, more apt to engage in research acti% ities related to the applied mis-
sion of the community college. These data suggest that continued research
should examine what these results might mean in terms of teaching ef-
fecti% eness, institutional quality, and o% cm!! faculty job satisfaction and
productivity. Contains 20 references.

iffiths, Rosema)) E. "Ci itical Comments on the Literature Written by Presidents
(y. Community Colleges." Graduate seminar paper, University of California, Los
Angeles, 1989. 16 pp. (ED 313 062)

This critical m e% iew of the speeches, journal articles, and books written
by community college presidents examines themes, styles, and informa-
tion sources and attempts to define standards by which the presidents'
wI itings could be judged. The first section indicates that community col-
lege presidents are as prolific as any other group of two-year college
writers; that they write not only foi then peels, but also for a wide cross-
section of educators, and that they often continue to %%rite about commu-
nity colleges even after they have left the field. The second section
desu ibes the Carious types of publications in which mate' ials w mitten by
presidents are found, hinging from community college journals, ERIC
documents, and speeches to fulllength books.

Tracing the most equently co% ered topics in presidential writings, the
next section indicates that while coping with change and fiscal matters
ha% e been recurring themes, most of the literature focuses on issues of
immediate concern, such as declining enrollments and collective bargain
in g. While acknowledging ariation in the writing ,tyles of presidents, the
next section offers generalizations about their predominantly positive and
uncritical tone, their lack of empirical data, and their use of jargon,
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technical language, and journalistic phrases. Next, a section on informa-
tion sources indicates that most writings focus on the presidents' own ex-
periences and their own colleges, relying little on outside literature. The
final section assesses the presidential literature on the basis of its factual-
ity, objectivity, relevance, and practicality and offers general conclusions
about the least and most valuable writings.

Lord, Thomas R. "Spotlighting Faculty Scholarship at the TwoYear College." Un-
published manuscript, 1988. 9 pp. (ED 301 264)

According to Lord, most people do not associate community colleges
with the terms "scholarship" and "research." One reason is that the mis-
sion statements of community colleges rarely include these terms when dis-
cussing teaching excellence. Another is that most people within higher edu
cation still hold the antiquated view that scholarship is simply research
leading to publication. Other efforts, such as addressing professional au-
diences at regional or national meetings, designing and conducting work-
shops and symposia, and preparing articles for respected professional jour-
nals, are neither noted nor appreciated. If a broader view of academic
scholarship were generally accepted, encompassing professional activity,
artistic endeavor, engagement with novel ideas, community service, peda-
gogy, and research and publication, it would be more widely recognized
that scholarship takes place at community colleges. Scholars at community
colleges tend to be among the most devoted of the institutions' instruc-
tors, for they make time for research while teaching a heavy course load
and are often not financially supported for their research by the institu-
tion. To encourage scholarly activities, the New jersey Department of Higher
Education recently sponsored a statewide conference to showcase two-year
college scholarship. If scholarly activity is to prosper, community colleges
must begin to value and stimulate scholarship from their faculty.

°couturier, Mark. "The Community College Professor: Teacher and Scholar."ERIC
Digest. Los Angeles: ERIC Clearinghouse forttailor Colleges, 1986, 5 pp. (ED 272
248)

Oronlaner claims that the emphasis in community colleges on teach-
ing as a primary faculty responsibility has frequently caused classroom
teaching to be divorced from scholarship. Although the teaching role is
not a necessary condition for successful scholarship, some form of scholar-
ship appears to be a necessary condition for successful teaching over an
extended period of time. Therefore, the stress on teaching in community
colleges may have actually led to a decline in the quality of teaching. The
fact that new colleges are not being opened, that enrollments are declining,
that funds for professional development are scarce, and that community
college Faculty are aging reinforces the importance ofscholarship as a means
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of enhancing faculty members' performance and image as professionals.
While at the university level scholarship is equated with research, at the
community college level a mot. liberal definition of scholarship should
be employed, including professional activ ity, research/publication, artistic
endeavors, engagement with novel ideas, community service, and pedago-

gy. The systematic processes involved in each of these activities will do much
to strengthen teaching and combat boredom and burn-out, Though exam-
ples of scholar-teachers exist on ev cry campus, there is a need for the for-
mal encouragement, support, and reward that would institutionalise the
role of the scholar - teacher, and, in doing so, revitalize the teaching role.

Pardla, Robert E. "Gladly Would They Learn and Gladly Teach." Southern Asso.

dation of Community and Junior Colleges Occasional Paper, Volume 4, Number 1.

Charlottesville, Southern Association of Community and Junior Colleges, 1986.

6 pp. (ED 263 949)
The author asserts that American higher education has isolated the enter-

prise of basic research and relegated it to the university, while simultane-

ously insulating th craft of teaching from the scholarship that nourishes
it by identifying certain colleges, community colleges in particular, as "teach-

ing" institutions. From the start, community colleges have not required that
their faculty conduct research or publish in subject-matter areas. In fact,
the heavy teaching loads required in community colleges leave teachers
without the time or perhaps even the incentive to conduct scholarly re
search. Few community college faculty members have been able to keep

abreast of their disciplines, and they enjoy fewer opportunities than their
four-year college counterparts to participate in professional activities. Con-

sequently, faculty burn-out is becoming the new academic disease, as faculty

members teach from year to year without significant professional develop-

ment. While there are currently many faculty development programs, most
place emphasis on how to teach rather than on what to teach, affording
little support for scholarly activities. Community colleges need to define

a middle ground, blending subject-matter research with pedagogical scholar-
ship, in order to promote intellectual revitalization, to engage the commu-
nity as a resource, and to provide field experience for students. Such a pro-

gram has been developed at Montgomery College (MC) in Maryland, where
faculty receive support for activities such as writing for publication, par
ticipating in performing arts, creating an artistic work or holding a major
office in a professional organization. In this way, MC is assured of having
expert teachers who arc also experts in their fields.

Sutherland, Mark]. "Community College Faculty: Why Do They Write What They

Write? (And Why Do They Write at All?)." Graduate seminar paper, University

of California, Los Angeles, 1989. 14 pp. (ED 313 060)
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An analysis of ten journal articles written by community college instruc-
tors revealed marked similarities in the authors' topics, writing styles, basic
assumptions, data sources, and motivations to write. The authors focused
their writing on curricular matters within their academic fields, using
general teacher journals and teacher journals in specific academic areas
as their primary sources. The instructors' choice of topics may have been
influenced by the following factors: the classroom is the domain of the
instructor; instructors teach because they truly enjoy it; publishing an ar-
ticle on classroom instruction may serve as an outlet for communicating
teaching methods and ideas to colleagues; satisfaction comes from know-
ing that ideas are valued by peers; writing about teaching brings curricu-
lar decision making into the instructor's realm; instructors may have been
encouraged by administrators to write about their classroom approaches
to improve the prestige of their community college; and educational jour-
nals actively solicit paper submissions. By writing, the wellintegrated in-
structor may be attempting to fill a void in his/her professional life, break
free from the established dichotomy between research and instruction,
or avoid professional stagnation.

Part II: Journal Articles

Hopson, Carol S. "Faculty in Community Colleges Should Conduct Research for
Publication." Association for Communication Administration Bulletin,
1984, 47, 81-83.

In this article, Hopson stresses the need for and importance of research
by community college faculty. She argues that community college faculty
should conduct research that pinpoints the needs of their students and
fosters development of resources and materials that can meet these needs.
She points out that research can enhance the quality of teaching in the com-
munity college as well as contribute to the professional growth of the faculty.

Kievitt, F David. `Tenure and Promotion Policies in the Two-Year College." ADE
Bulletin, 1986, 83, 6-8.

Kievitt describes the harmful effects of administrators' attitudes of
denigrating education, scholarship, and professional activities of the
faculty in community colleges. He suggests that the faculty counteract this
pervasive influence by doing their own research.

Knodt, Ellen Andrews. "Taming Hydra: The Problem of Balancing Teaching and
Scholarship at a Two-Year College." Teaching English in the TwoYear Col-
lege, 1988, 15 (3), 170-74.

The author suggests several ways that institutions can help teachers con-
tinue with research and scholarly studies, including release time for
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faculty, variable course loads, external funding, government grants, provid-
ing adequate library resources, and overcoming the isolation of two-year

college faculty from their colleagues.

Kroll, Keith. Vuilding Communities: the Community of Professional Writing

Teachers." Teaching English in the TwoYear College, 1990, 17 (2), 103-8.
This article argues that classroom research is one feasible way for com.

'nullity college English faculty to (1) create knowledge, (2) overcome the

false dichotomy that exists between teaching and scholarship in commu-
nity colleges, (3) establish a professional identity, and (4) affirm the bond
with the community of professional writing teachers.

Laabs, Theodore R. "Community College Tenure: Teach or Research?" Community!
Junior College Quarterly of Research and Practice, 1987,11 (4), 267-73.

Laabs explores the purpose of the doctoral (research) degree as an em-
ployment qualification in the community college environment where teach.
ing is the primary mission. He sees a contradiction in the hiring process
under tenure requirements and suggests that equal value be placed on in-
structional material development and publication in scholarly journals.

Parilla, Robert E. "Scholarship in Community Colleges." College Teaching, 1987,

35 (3), 111-12.
The relationship between teaching and scholarship in the community

college is discussed in this article, which argues for a revival of scholarly
activities at the community college. A program to encourage faculty

scholarship at Montgomery College, Maryland, is described.

Purser, Gordon G., and Scull, Sharon D. "Community College Research. A Crea-
tive Approach to Enhancing Instruction." Journal of College Science Teach-
ing, 1989, 19 (1), 26-29, 62.

This article discusses faculty research in community colleges. It describes
the rationale for research; research approaches including literature re-
search, theoretical investigation, and experimentation; funding sources;
obstacles; and benefits of faculty research. It includes addresses for five
resources.

Sledge, Linda Ching. "The Community College Scholar." ADE Bulletin, 1986, 83,

9-11.
Sledge discusses how community college scholars confront three thorny

issues in the MIA; coping with isolation and negative stereotyping on their
own campuses and within the profession; affirming the unique scholarly
perspective sparked by career readjustments; and making that perspec-
tive known in professional circles.
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Vaughan, George B. "Scholarship in Community Colleges: The Path to Respect."

Educational Record, 1988, 69 (2), 26-31.
Vaughan argues that community colleges will achieve their full poten-

tial as institutions of higher education only when scholarship occupies

a prominent place in the community college philosophy. He thinks that
presidents must establish a climate on campus that promotes scholarship

as well as teaching, and must themselves be scholars. Much of this argu-

ment is detailed in Chapter One of this monograph.

Diane Hirshberg is user services specialist at the ERIC Clearinghouse for Junior

Colleges, Los Angeles, California.
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APPENDIX

Sampling Methodology Used
in the National Survey of Faculty
Scholarship at Community,
Technical, and Junior Colleges

The methodology used in the survey discussed in Chapter Six aimed
at securing a random sample of faculty teaching at a random sample
of 150 public community, technical, and junior colleges. In addition,

steps were taken to ov en epresent facuity who were more likely to engage
in scholarly activ ities. full-time faculty and those who teach in the liberal
arts and sciences. The sampling procedures are outlined below.

As a first step in securing this sample, letters were sent to the chief
executive officers of 250 randomly selected colleges asking that their
institutions participate in the study.
Using the spring 1991 class schedules from those colleges that agreed
to participate, staff at George Mason University's Center for Commu-
nity College Education selected a rolling, random sample of every
ninth faculty member listed as teaching at least two three-credit classes.
Only faculty members actually named in the class schedules were
selected; no survey instruments were sent to faculty listed as "staff'
or who were otherwise unnamed. In addition, faculty teaching con-
struction trades, cosmetology, food service, and secretarial skills were
excluded.
Fm each faculty menthe' selected, center staff prepared a packet in-
cluding the questionnaire and a return envelope. A roster of selected
faculty was then prepared for each college and sent, along with the
appropt iate sun ey packets, to a staff person designated by the chief
executiv e officer as the college's survey coordinator. The coordina-
tot distributed the packets to the designated faculty members and
returned the completed questionnaires in sealed envelopes marked
"confidential' to the center. If faculty selected for inclusion in the
survey were no longer teaching at the college, or if they refused to
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participate, coordinators were asked to select substitutes teaching in
the same or similar disciplines.

These procedures yielded mixed results. Only 103 colleges (40 percent)
agreed to participate in the survey. Yet of those that agreed to partici.
pate, 101 returned usable questionnaires. And of the 988 questionnaires
sent to those colleges, 840 (85 percent) were returned. Thus, while the
response rate among individual institutions was low, the response rate
among faculty selected for inclusion in the survey appears high. (How-
ever, the degree to which college survey coordinators had to make substi-
tutions for faculty who were no longer teaching or who refused to partic-
ipate remains unknown.)

How representative is the survey sample of the total population of
faculty at public community, technical, and junior colleges? Tables A-1
and A-2 provide at least some indication. Geographically, the respondents
are slightly underrepresented in the western region of the nation and over.
represented in the mid-Atlantic and northeast regions. The demographic

Table A-I
Comparison of Survey Respondents to Population of Public Community College
Faculty Nationwide

Full:Time Part: Time

Population Sample Population Sample

Gender
Men 62% 65% 58% 52%
Women 38% 35% 42% 48%
Total: 100% 100% 100% 100%

Age
Under 30 2% 3% 4% 7%
30-44 36% 35% 57% 44%
45-54 39% 42% 24% 24%
55-64 20% 19% 12% 17%
65 + 3% 1% 3% 7%

Total: 100% 100% 100% 99%
% with Ph.D. 19% 16% 9% 12%

Note: National data are from Russell, S.H., and others. Faculty in
Higher Education Institutions, 1988. Contractor Report NCES 90.365.
Washington, D.C.: United States Department of Education, Office
of Educational Research and Improvement, 1990.
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profile of the fulltime respondents nearly matches the demographic pro-
file of all full-time faculty nationally, but because parttimers were under-
represented in the survey, the match between those in the survey sample
and those in the population in general is not as close.

Table A-2
Geographic Location of Responding Cdleges in Comparison of Geographic Location

of the Population of Public Community Colleges Nationwide

% of Colleges
in Region

% of Faculty
in Region

Population Sample Population Sample

Far West 19% 11% 28% 20%
Southwest 12% 15% 12% 13%
Plains & Midwest 18% 15% 15% 13%
Southeast 22% 23% 17% 19%

MidAtlantic 15% 21% 13% 18%

Northeast 14% 16% 14% 17%

Far West = AK, WA OR, ID, HI, CA, NV, MT, WY, UT, CO
Southwest = AZ, NM, TX, OK
Plains & Midwest = ND, SD, NE, KS, MN, IA, MO, WI, IL
Southeast = AR, LA, KY, TNN, MS, AL, FL, GA, SC, NC
MidAtlantic = VA, WV, IN, OH, MD, MI, DE
Northeast = CT, 1.11, NY, PA, ?I, MA, NH, VT, ME
Note: Sun e) responses were retch ed from states that are under' hied.
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